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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to perform robot positioning, based on an odometry which is continuously
corrected by different landmark detection systems demanding as less modifications as possible for the
environment. Two independent correction systems (a supervised and an unsupervised) were imple-
mented into two different experiences which represent the subject of this thesis.

The supervised experiment uses grid lines painted on the floor which are detected by a single light
sensor underneath the robot which cannot distinguish between horizontal and vertical lines. The robot
knows the geometry of the grid lines and its estimated position which is calculated by odometry. A new
position probability model calculates the assumed robot position and transforms this single sensor
information into a reliable position and orientation indication of the robot. The intended trajectory is
slightly modified in order to optimize the correction algorithm by guiding the robot more efficiently
over close grid lines. The theory was implemented and tested on a real Khepera robot. Investigation and
modeling of the odometry error is the main subject of this first experiment.

The second experiment demonstrates continuous odometry correction by an unsupervised correction
system. Different kind of unsupervised neural networks classify the robot’s rough sensor signals. A sta-
tistical algorithm extracts “meaningful” classes from the generated pool of classes and uses these as ref-
erence points for odometry correction. The robot position will be calibrated to these reference points if
the robot detects the same “meaningful” sensor information which generated earlier the corresponding
reference point. What is going to be used as a reference point is initially unknown, and no extended pre-
processing of the sensor signals is done. The localization method allows a robot to correct its position
calculated by odometry without any prior information about its environment and its sensor configura-
tion. This localization approach takes full advantage of the sensor abilities, because no model unsuit-
able for the sensor configuration was imposed.

In a higher level, sequences of reference points are grouped to places in order to establish a more reli-
able indication for a certain region in the environment. In opposite to reference points, places do not
indicate an exact robot position, but more a fuzzy region which can be still detected even if the robot
trajectory or the environment is slightly influenced by noise or other circumstances. Place recognition is
done by Markov chain detecting reference point transitions. The result is a topological map of the envi-
ronment representing these places and the common transitions between.
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Résumé

On étudie dans cette thèse la manière dont un robot peut se localiser en se basant sur les résultats de
son odométrie corrigés en continu par différents systèmes de détection de repères naturels. On y pro-
pose deux systèmes de correction distincts, l'un avec supervision, l'autre sans supervision. Ils font cha-
cun l'objet d'une série d'expériences.

Dans les expériences supervisées, un réseau de lignes orthogonales est peint sur le sol. Un capteur de
lumière placé sous le robot réagit à la présence des lignes, mais ne peut ni les identifier, ni distinguer
leur orientation. Le robot sait toutefois que les lignes sont orthogonales et connaît leur espacement. Il
connaît également sa position approximative par odométrie. A l'aide d'un algorithme original, il calcule
la zone de ses emplacements possibles en y associant une probabilité. L'information rudimentaire du
capteur unique lui permet alors de déterminer sa position et son orientation avec une grande précision.
Lorsque, dans ses déplacements, le robot juge que sa marge d'incertitude devient trop grande, il modifie
légèrement sa trajectoire pour franchir une ligne peinte selon un meilleur angle et recalculer ainsi sa
position exacte. Cette méthode a été testée sur un robot Khepera. L'étude et la modélisation des erreurs
d'odométrie sont au centre de ces premières expériences.

La seconde série d’expériences présente un système non supervisé de correction en continu de l'odo-
métrie. Plusieurs réseaux neuromorphiques non supervisés de types différents participent à la classifica-
tion des signaux bruts provenant des capteurs du robot. Un algorithme statistique extrait les classes
significatives de l'ensemble des classes produites et les utilise comme points de référence pour la cor-
rection de l'odométrie. Lorsque le robot reconnaît dans les signaux provenant de ses capteurs une infor-
mation significatives déjà classifiée, il l'utilise pour recalibrer son odométrie. On ignore à l'avance ce
qui, dans l'environnement, sera utilisée comme repère et, pour laisser le plus d'ouverture possible au
robot, on limite rigoureusement le pré-traitement des signaux. Cette méthode permet donc à un robot de
corriger ses erreurs d'odométrie sans rien savoir initialement de son environnement, ni de la nature et de
la configuration de ses propres capteurs. En renonçant à imposer aux capteurs une certaine vision de
leur environnement, elle leur permet de tirer au mieux profit de leurs caractéristiques.

Après l'identification de repères, le calcul se poursuit par la constitution d'“emplacements” définis par
une séquence de repères. On obtient ainsi une caractérisation encore plus fiable de certaines régions de
l'environnement. A l'inverse des repères, les emplacements ne permettent pas de préciser la position
exacte du robot, mais plutôt de les situer dans une région circonscrite de manière floue mais clairement
identifiable même lorsque la trajectoire du robots ou certains traits de l'environnement ont été légère-
ment modifiés par des perturbations de diverses natures. La reconnaissance des emplacements est assu-
rée par une chaîne de Markov détectant les points de transition. Il en résulte une carte topologique de
l'environnement représentant les emplacements et les transitions les reliant.
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1 Introduction

Watching a running robot searching for its trajectory and avoiding obstacles at the same time is both
entertaining and intriguing for human observers. Self-identification is tempting because the robot is
executing a very familiar task. Of course, the robot cannot withstand a comparison with human naviga-
tion strategy. The differences are so extensive that it would not make sense to list them in this chapter.

The observer is often fascinated to see how a robot is at ease to perform a task considered difficult or
even impossible for a human being (specially concerning manipulation speed and precision). On the
other hand, the same observer is sometimes astonished to discover the clumsiness of autonomous
robots moving in an apparently simple environment. Robot’s skills do not match human ones, they
sometimes even seem to be quite the opposite.

One of the reasons humans are astonished by robotical behavior is because they tend to judge them
according to human clichés. The robot’s behavior is considered “human” if its reaction matches the
imposed human model otherwise its behavior is considered “awkward”. As a result, scientists try to
adapt the robot’s behavior to human or animal. Different techniques were developed to analyze and to
model human and animal behavior which led to a wide spectrum of models. One problem can be put
down to the fact that robots do not relate to their environment the way humans or animal do: their sen-
sors, their effectors and everything else in between have completely different characteristics. For
instance, robots can easily perceive infrared sources, while human cannot without technical help, and
humans can easily recognize a human face while robots cannot. Thus, even if robots and humans work
in the same environment, the way they would perceive it is different. Why should a robot recognize a
chair, if it can’t sit on it? Why should a human care about magnetic field if it doesn’t harm him at all?

Therefore the robot’s and human’s perception of the world is completely different and will probably
never really be understood by humans. Hence the question is, are we actually able to create a model for
a robot (agent) whose abilities we cannot really understand? The last sentence seems to enter the field
of psychology, but the problem is also well known in that of robotics. Several scientists developed sys-
tems which are able to develop it’s own model or at least which are able to select the best model of a set
[Kuipers B., 1997] [Schmidhuber J., 1997].

A possible solution to this problem is letting the robots agent build its own model. This requires the
ability to recognize the coherence and the context of the environment and not only to adjust some
parameters of a model. It is obvious that to develop this idea will be very difficult and will hardly lead
to an efficient result. Some initial models are still needed as a base to build on. But what is the limit?
What kind of flexibility can we expect from systems that classify and conceptualize for themselves their
own world?
Thesis: Robot Positioning by Supervised and Unsupervised Odometry Correction 1



 

Chapter 1: Introduction

           
1.1 Thesis inspiration and justification

The principal idea of this thesis was born during my first project in the lab. Prof. Nicoud developed a
concept for a robot, able to detect anti-personnel mines and designed the robot PEMEX (PErsonnel
Mine EXplorer) [Nicoud et al., 1995a] [Nicoud et al., 1995b]. My task was to realize the robot and to
implement a navigation algorithm for the Pemex. The second task was much more difficult than
expected. Almost every navigation algorithm meeting the imposed specifications depended on some
special environment conditions or were based on artificial reference points which were difficult to put
up due to the mine danger. However, as a human observer, the environment offered a great variety of
reference points like trees, trails, horizon reliefs, surface conditions, etc. But there was no model and
also no sensor fitting such reference points. A robot, placed in a natural environment, felt himself in
another world and was completely lost. The problem was not only related to the inadequate sensors but
also to the absence of a suitable model for information processing. The often confusing and noisy sen-
sor signal made it difficult to develop an adequate model which necessitated good sensor quality.
Observing the sometimes astonishing raw sensor values raised the following questions in my mind:
- Why not use the motor energy consumption to detect muddy ground or slope?
- Why not use noisy ultrasonic information caused by a bush of grass?
- Why not use a short drift in the compass every time the robot passed close the computer monitor?
These questions were the “kickoff” to investigate a system which could identify and use any kind of
sensor signals as a reference point, regardless, as far as possible, of any kind of model.

Fig. 1-1: Robot PEMEX for antipersonnel mine detection

1.2 Organization of this thesis

Odometry correction will be first tackled in chapter 2 in which an experiment shows the effect of
odometry error and an original way to correct it by detecting grid lines on the floor. This experiment
represents a supervised odometry correction because the dimension of the grid line is known. However,
the supervised correction method does not use the ideas discussed above.

The second experiment in chapter 3 presents an approach for robot localization which is also based on
odometry but corrected by an unsupervised system. Because the problematic of odometry error was
already discussed in the previous section, this chapter treats exclusively the problem of unsupervised
(or model-less) correction. The presented model-less correction method use neither knowledge about
the environment nor about its own sensor configuration. This reduces the risk of loss of information by
model based preprocessing, which are always created and therefore influenced by human models and
therefore probably doesn’t fit very well the robot’s internal world. The problem is explained more
detailed in section 1.6 on page 7.
2 EPFL-LAMI Ph. Mächler



 

Sensor positioning systems in robotics

                        
1.3 Sensor positioning systems in robotics

Recent years have witnessed a tremendous development in robotical electronics. Most progress was
based on the commercial availability of interesting new components. For instance, small and efficient
electric motors and controllers were developed for the car industry. In twenty years, microcomputer
power grew from simple Z80 processors with 64kByte address space to Pentium based system with a
thousand times larger address space. But in the field of robot positioning sensors, nothing very spectac-
ular was achieved. Positioning remains the weak spot of robot systems. Table 1-1 gives an overview of
the most frequently used robotical positioning sensors. A very good survey of almost every kind of
positioning sensors can be found in the Book “Sensors for Mobile Robots” [Everett H., 1995]:

Most other types of positioning systems can be reduced to one or several positioning system presented
in table 1-1. However, generally no one of the enumerated systems can be used as a single positioning
system because they are not enough reliable or are too expensive. A solution is to fuse multiple sensor
information to obtain usable compromise solutions.

Pos. system Short description Advantage Drawbacks

Odometry
Position determination by integrating wheel 

speed information
• cheap • distance drift

Inertial 
navigation

Sensing minor accelerations in all directional 
axes and integrating over time to derive

velocity and position

• no ground contact 
needed

• time drift
• expensive

Compass
Measures direction heading based

on Earth’s magnetic field
• cheap
• no time drift

• sensitive to mag-
netic anomalies

• limited accuracy

Gyroscope
Direction heading based on the inertial prop-

erties of a rapidly spinning motor or other 
techniques like optical gyroscope

• insensitive to mag-
netic anomalies

• time drift
• expensive

Ultrasonic 
distance

Time of flight measurement for an ultrasonic 
chirp (pulse) to travel to a reflective object

• cheap

• no focusing
• slow
• limited range
• artifact by echoes

Light/Laser 
triangulation

Reflection angle measurement
of an emitted light beam

• cheap
• fast

• limited range

Laser
time of flight

Time of flight or phase shift measurement
of an emitted light pulse 

• fast • expensive

Landmark 
recognition

Distance and/or angle measurement between 
the robot and an artificial landmark

• absolute position • external set up

Stereo 
vision

Distance measurement by object recognition 
of two staggered images

• no external set up
• complex algorithm
• not reliable

GPS Global positioning system based on satellites • absolute position • free sky view

Table 1-1: Mostly used sensor system for robot positioning
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1.4 Data sensor fusion

Multisensor data fusion is mainly used in military applications. The Department of Defense (DoD) in
the United States of America issues almost every definition in this field. Data fusion techniques com-
bine data from multiple sensors to achieve improved accuracy and more specific inferences than could
be achieved by the use of a single sensor alone. The Joint Directors of Laboratories Data Fusion Group,
established in 1986 [Hall et al., 1990], has been active in standardizing the terminology used in data
fusion. They have established the following definition of multisensor data fusion:

“A continuous process dealing with association, correlation, and combination of data and
information from multiple sources to achieve refined entity position and identity estimates, and
complete and timely assessments of resulting situations and threats, and their significance.”

Data sensor fusion is not tied to a specified type of data processing. Every kind of algorithm can be
used that is suitable for the sensors used and the requirements. A data fusion system can therefore con-
tain signal processing, pattern recognition, information theory, cognitive psychology, artificial intelli-
gence and statistics.

The use of multisensor data fusion is hardly new. Humans and animals have both evolved and devel-
oped the capability to merge the outputs of different sensory modalities to improve their ability to sur-
vive. Let us take an example from [Abidi et al., 1992], originally published by [Newman, 1982]:
Pit vipers and rattlesnakes have in their optic tectum (a midbrain structure found in vertebrates) neurons
responding to both visual and infrared stimulus. Fig. 1-2 shows the left eye and the pit organ of a rattle-
snake receiving information from the same region A in the environment. Both stimuli from region A are
connected together on the surface of the optic tectum in a similar spatial orientation. Therefore each
region of the optic tectum receives information from related regions of the environment. Neurons per-
forming different kinds of fusion are able to detect different kinds of preys. For instance, “or” and
“and”1 neurons can be used to distinguish a warmblooded mouse from a cool-skinned frog. (The “and”
neurons have been whimsically described as a mouse detector).

Fig. 1-2: Sensor fusion of related information into similar spatial place of the pit tectum

1. “and” and “or” in logical sense.
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Fusion of different kinds of sensors

The way data fusion is implemented depends on the sensors used. We found it useful to divide sensors
into two groups: Continuous sensors and Event sensors.:

• Continuous sensors produce normally an uninterrupted flow of information of constant importance.
This information can be integrated continuously into the position calculation process (for instance,
position calculation by odometry which is continuously corrected by a compass). The accuracy of the
values supplied by continuous sensors is normally constant. Therefore no particular action (like emer-
gency stop) caused by this type of sensor has to be initiated. Fusing this kind of sensor can be
achieved relatively easily, because the information of continuous sensors is always available and its
importance (relative weight to other sensor inputs) is constant.

• Event sensors announce a special situation for the robot. The importance of a signal coming from an
event sensor may be different and could trigger an immediate reaction (for example a touched bumper
triggers an emergency stop or the lost contact with a laser reflector activates a search behavior). An
event sensor signal can also be created from a continuous sensor signal. For instance a distance sen-
sor (continuous sensor) can be used as an event sensor indicating objects getting too close to the
robot. In such a case, the sensor can be seen as two sensors: As a continuous sensor delivering the dis-
tance to an object and as an event sensor supplying a signal if an object gets too close to the robot.

Fusing information coming from continuous sensors is normally done by probability calculations or
other nonlinear functions. They deliver a continuous flow of results (for instance the updated robot
position) and generally do not have to trigger special reactions for specific values of the signal. There-
fore such fusion processes can be easily integrated into sensor data streams without affecting other
modules like navigation or path planner modules.

As already mentioned, information coming from event sensors usually triggers a special behavior or
an exceptional calculation. It usually initiates a decision which causes a change of some of the internal
robot states. Fusing the information of event sensors requires usually less mathematical complexity but
more expenditure for program structure. Thus, fusing event sensors is often less reliable because the
problem cannot be modeled extensively and is therefore programmed in a more heuristic manner.

Both odometry correction algorithms presented in chapter 2 and 3 in this thesis belong to the second
category, i.e. fusion of event sensors.
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1.5 The importance of odometry in robot positioning

Odometry is the calculation of the actual position by integrating the traveled distance which is mea-
sured by the wheel rotation. It has not to be confused with Dead Reckoning which is derived from
“deduced reckoning” of sailing days (see http://www.teleplex.net/timonier/book18.html for further

details) and calculates the actual position by average speed and direction information.

The concept of odometry was first applied in 1910 for automobile navigation. The aim was to replace
paper maps in order to eliminate the stress associated with route finding [Catling I., 1994]. This rather
primitive but pioneering system counted the wheel rotation to derive longitudial displacement and the
steering wheel to calculate heading. Unfortunately the cumulative errors precluded its ultimate success.

The efficiency of odometry is proven by nature as well. Wehner [Wehner R., 1992] shows in the chap-
ter 3 of the book Animal Homing that Saharan desert ants Cataglyphis are able to find their way home
by using only direction and distance information. It seems that the distance information is gained from
optical flow and compass direction from celestial cues, primarily from the polarization pattern of the
blue sky. The example in fig. 1-3 shows that Saharan desert ants - during their search for food - cover a
distance of 600 meters in about 19 minutes in a very accidental way. After that, they return straight
home, in close to 6 minutes, 140 meters away. This is a very impressive performance considering the
ant’s body length of 1.2 cm.

Fig. 1-3: Foraging and return of a desert ant “Cataglyphis fortis” [Wehner R., 1992]

Borenstein (see section 2.2) shows also that robots are able to perform astonishing results by navigat-
ing only with dead reckoning. He uses different methods to improve the odometry calculation.

However, odometry is very often used as robot positioning system because the needed wheel speed
sensors are normally already implemented to stabilize the wheel speed (PID controller). This reduces
the additional expenditure for odometry implementation to software. Therefore considerable effort is
devoted to the correction of the cumulative odometry error using different systems. Kalman filter is a
well-known method for data fusion and position estimation [Grewal et al., 1997] [Crowley et al., 1993]
[Brown et al, 1992]. For example Cécile Durieu et al. [Durieu C., 1995] presented a fusion application
for location of mobile robots using odometry and a panoramic laser telemeter. A similar approach is
presented by Marek Piasecki [Piasecki M., 1995]. He uses multiple hypothesis tracking to determine
the source of an observed signal in order to perform position estimation by comparing this source with
corresponding map entries. However, in both papers the characteristics of the landmarks and their posi-

prey capture

home

return path

foraging trip

Desert ant:
Cataglyphis fortis
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tion are known. On the other hand, H. Xu [Xu H. et al., 95] fuses a low cost gyroscope with dead reck-
oning signals to estimate the position. All three approaches use Kalman filter for position estimation.

1.6 The problem of modularized data processing

The usual approach to attack a general data processing problem is to break down the processes into
modules, each of them with a well defined input/output interface. Thus modularized, a complex system
is much easier to understand and develop. Each module performs a well specified data processing task
and ignores every other kind of signal information which unconsciously could be of interest. Fig. 1-4
shows the typical data processing chain for a positioning algorithm. Sensor information is read and pre-
processed independently. For instance, distance information is normalized into categories such as close,
middle and far away. The image delivered by a camera is analyzed for vertical and horizontal edges and
the direction information coming from a compass is divided into N, S, E and W. Afterwards, the prepro-
cessed information is fused and abstracted in order to recognize some important situations, i.e. the
edges are matched with the shape of landmarks which depends again on the direction of view (using a
compass). Such recognized landmarks (marked by a cross) can be used to build a map and to navigate
the robot.

Fig. 1-4: Simplified landmark recognition by several processing modules

This could be called the Cartesian approach, following René Descartes (1596-1650) [Descartes R.,
1637] who, in his “Discours de la méthode” explained his strategy: “to divide the problems I shall study
as many parts as possible”. But, since we cannot really understand the robot’s world, we cannot be sure
to have chosen the best possible modularization. Modularizing perception the way it is done in fig. 1-4
might very well entail a loss of information. Thus, the Cartesian way, one of the corner stones of mod-
ern science, should not be applied blindly.

Another strategy is to keep all the data available to all sensors and let the system discover by itself
how to perceive the world. This is what is done with neural networks. After the learning phase, they
know the relative attention to pay for different input vectors and store they into weights.

Nevertheless, such self learning systems are often trained to recognize foreseen features or they
receive already preprocessed information. So the problem of modularized data processing is still exist-
ing.

Edge detection Shape

Landmark localization

Image

Global direction View angleDirection

Preprocessing Abstraction & fusionSensorEnvironment

Distance Dist. profileNormalization

loss of information loss of information combining of information
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The motivation for this thesis was to create a landmark recognition system which would avoid as
much as possible such problems of modularized data processing. Hence:

• The landmarks should not be predefined in a way that specific signal preprocessing becomes neces-
sary.

• The system should be capable of recognizing autonomously a combination (correlation) of signals
which can be used as a landmark.

• This has to be done without any prior knowledge about the related sensors and even without any
knowledge of the reason generating these signal events.

Fig. 1-5 shows in comparison to fig. 1-4 the structure of the system that include the changes men-
tioned. The preprocessing and abstraction module is replaced by different types of classifiers, which
divide all sensor stimuli into classes. Every class (so every combination of stimuli) can be declared as a
landmark, if it meets some later explained conditions. The way of classification can be slightly adjusted
depending on the number and quality of classes. The resulting landmarks are unknown in advance but
well adapted to the characteristics of the environment and to the sensor’s abilities. The purpose of this
thesis is to show how far such an adaptive system can be pursued.

Fig. 1-5: Recognition of useful part in signals, independently of the sensor type

The example shown in fig. 1-6 shows the effect of such a system:
A room consisting of right-angled walls contains one diagonal wall as well. This significant exception
(which was perhaps even not intended) will be automatically recognized by the mentioned classifier as
a suitable landmark. Such a system could discover the irregularity of a natural environment and use
them as landmarks. Localization systems as shown in fig. 1-4 cannot take advantage of such unintended
situations.

Fig. 1-6: Rectangular robot environment with a significant exception
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1.7 Related Work in the field of model-less learning

The work mentioned in this section shows some different approaches for model-less learning of an
environment. 

Benjamin Kuipers and David Pierce presented in the paper Map Learning with Uninterpreted Sensors
and Effectors [Kuipers B., 1997] an algorithm which finds the dependences between sensors and actors
by applying and adapting models of a given set. The approach is divided into several levels. A rich set
of models makes the algorithm very adaptive to a large range of sensor configuration. The result is a
hierarchical model of the robot’s world.

Lin and Hanson [Lin et al., 1993] demonstrate in the paper On-line learning for indoor navigation:
Preliminary results with RatBot learning of a topological map of locally distinctive places. They use
physical robots with 16 sonar sensors and 16 infrared sensors. The work is inspired by Kuipers and
Byun [Kuipers B., 1991], but they use reinforcement learning1 to train the local control strategies,
rather than engineering them by hand. However, the target behavior like corridor following are speci-
fied by a human teacher, so the robot is rewarded if it moves along the corridor without bumping into
obstacles.
Their approach is complementary to Kuipers and Pierce because they specify its own target behaviors,
eliminating the need for the human teacher. On the other hand, Lin and Hanson specify the desirable
behaviors by defining appropriate reward signals and then letting the robot learn on its own how to get
the rewards.

An efficient approach to combine sensor events with a robot’s position in order to perform robot navi-
gation is shown by H. A. Mallot [Mallot H.A. et al, 1995]. He presented a view-based approach to map
learning and navigation in a maze. The topological structure of a maze is defined from the sequence of
images and perceptions experienced while exploring the maze.

Jürgen Schmidhuber [Schmidhuber J., 1997] goes one step further in his paper What’s Interesting. He
investigates the characteristic of interesting information. He says that interestingness depends on the
observer’s current knowledge and computational abilities. Information appears either trivial or random
if there is either too much or too little known about it. He implemented this idea in a “curious” and “cre-
ative” explorer with two coevolving “brains”.

Another interesting work, but in the domain of speech classification, is done by Virginia R. de Sa and
Dana H. Ballard [de Sa, Ballard, 1998]. They use temporal correlation between sensations of different
sensory modalities (lip motion and sound) to recognize “interesting events”. However they want to
avoid clustering of multimodal patterns which would prevent adequate performance in the individual
modalities. So they describe an algorithm that avoids the intractable task of modeling cross-modal asso-
ciations but uses this useful structure to derive its own internal target signals for classifiers in the indi-
vidual modalities. The result is a network which classifies visual and auditory stimuli with performance
comparabe to supervised networks.

1. The reinforcement-learning algorithm is a neural-network version of Q-learning [Lin L.J., 1993]
Thesis: Robot Positioning by Supervised and Unsupervised Odometry Correction 9
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2 Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)

This chapter describes the origin and the propagation of odometry error and a supervised method for
odometry correction. However, it is mainly focused on modeling a new odometry error model for two
wheeled autonomous robots.

Fig. 2-1: Khepera performs odometry correction by detecting grid lines on the floor

Introduction

The experience presented performs odometry correction for an autonomous robot, based on black grid
lines painted on a white floor (see fig 2-1). These grid lines are detected by a single light sensor under-
neath the robot, which cannot distinguish between horizontal and vertical lines. The robot knows the
geometry of the grid lines (model) and its estimated position which is calculated by odometry (see sec-
tion 2.2).

The robot’s estimated position is needed to distinguish between the detection of a horizontal and a
vertical grid line (both lines cause the same sensor signal). Thus, a detected grid line can be used to
improve the estimated robot position.
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2.1 Overview

For autonomous robots, navigating and interacting with their environment are fundamental skills.
Depending on their task and the environment, robots need different techniques to work and survive in
their environment. For example, autonomous vacuum cleaners1 for swimming pools do their job per-
fectly well using a simple strategy: turning over when touching a wall.
On the other hand, an apparently similar and simple job like moving an autonomous robot inside an
office becomes a technical challenge. The major difficulty for the robot is the spatial representation of
the environment, and how to evolve a strategy to navigate in a safe and exhaustive manner, see [Knieri-
emen T., 1991] [Pau L. F., 90].

Various navigation systems can be found on the market to provide a robot with information about it’s
position. They can be separated into absolute positioning systems such as Global Positioning System
(GPS) and relative positioning systems such as odometry or acceleration sensors [Welch S., 92].
Absolute positioning systems deliver accurate position information without considerable drift in the
long term, but they are relatively expensive. On the other hand, position delivered by a relative position-
ing system drift with time (see fig. 2-2).

The approach presented here tries to extract both advantages by using odometry as a cheap relative
positioning system and grid lines on the floor as an absolute positioning system.

Fig. 2-2: Combination of different positioning systems

The position of the robot is represented by the position x, y and direction α. Odometry delivers the
information x, y and α, but with a drift in the long term (therefore the variables are marked with an
overline). The grid line delivers the absolute x or y position modul grid line distance. Thus:

( x , y , α ) = ( x , y , α ) [ ( x mod gridlinedist ) OR ( y mod gridlinedist ) ] .

The presented fusion process (indicated by ’*’) is based on a new model of the position probability
distribution and additionally supported by an interactive pilot system which influences the robot trajec-
tory in order to take better advantage of the grid lines (see section 2.6 on page 28).

1. http://www.electrolux.com.ru/robot/meny.html or http://diwww.epfl.ch/lami/robots/K-family/vacuum.html
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Introduction to odometry correction
2.2 Introduction to odometry correction

The following sections introduce the problem of odometry error and grid line correction by compar-
ing one and two dimensional cases. The difference makes it clear that a new position probability model
is needed, which is presented in this section as well. The presented correction algorithm is designed for
two wheel robots and has been tested on the Khepera®1, which is often used in our laboratory.

Before correcting the estimated position of a robot, we have to know how to calculate this estimated
position which consists of the position x, y and the robot direction α. Using the angle α to describe the
robot direction can spoil the accuracy of the calculation and demands a special case treatment in the
calculation program. The section "Different ways to calculate the odometry" in the Appendix on
page 84 contains some practical hints on how to implement odometry calculation. A very comprehen-
sive survey on several mobile robot positioning methods is given in [Borenstein et al, 1996].

2.2.1 Properties of odometry errors

The odometry error is the difference between the position on which the robot “thinks” to stay on (i.e.
calculated by odometry) and its actual position (often measured by external devices). We divide the
cause of the odometry error onto:

• Systematic error, which is caused by kinematic imperfections of the robot, as for instance unequal
wheel diameters, misalignment of wheels or limited encoder resolution or sampling rate.
The systematic error depends on the vehicle specification and stays almost constant over prolonged
periods of time. Thus it can be examined and eliminated to a large extent. Borenstein and Feng
describe in the paper Measurement and Correction of Systematic Odometry Errors in Mobile Robots
[Borenstein, Feng, 1996] a method to investigate and compensate the systematic odometry error. The
approach is simple but nevertheless very powerful and is mainly based on measuring the deviation of
a robot running along a defined trajectory and compensating the odometry calculation by the mea-
sured parameters. However, the practical usefulness of this approach is questionable because the mea-
sured parameters can drastically change. For example, a different load distribution of the robot or
worn wheels strongly influences the systematic error and requires frequent re-calibration of the sys-
tematic error.

• Non-Systematic error, which may be caused by wheel-slippage or irregularities of the floor. The non-
systematic error is by definition unpredictable (if the environment is insufficiently known which is
almost always the case). It is caused by interaction of the robot with unpredictable features of the
environment. However Borenstein [Borenstein J., 1994] and [Borenstein J., 1995] shows that non-
systematic error can be drastically reduced by using redundant encoder data. He uses several robots
or only one robot with several redundant wheel encoders to compensate the odometry error.
However, these approaches need special robot architectures and cannot be implemented on a simple
two wheel robot like the Khepera.

1. The Khepera robot was designed at the LAMI EPFL Lausanne and is now marketed by K-Team SA 
Switzerland (http://www.k-team.com/)
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2.2.2 Combining of systematic and non-systematic odometry error

In order to develop an odometry correction method, we need a model of the odometry error. The aim
is to find a model which describes both kinds of error together (systematic and non-systematic). The
influence of dynamical moments are not considered.

• Developing a model of the non-systematic error is very difficult because of its unpredictable charac-
teristic. However, if we exclude “strong external disturbances” like hitting a wall or spinning wheels,
we can model the difference between the real wheel speed Vwheel and the effective robot motion Vmo-

tion caused by this wheel by a Gaussian distribution pnonsys(Vdif) (see eq. 2-1).

• The systematic error depends strongly on the specific robot. Therefore, psys(Vdif) is constant if the
robot characteristic does not change at all. See case 1 in eq. 2-2.
Otherwise, we have to assume a gaussian distribution of the wheel diameter error, misalignment of
wheels and other parameter errors in a population of robots of the same type. The model for system-
atic error is expressed again by a gaussian distribution of psys(Vdif) representing the difference
between the real wheel speed Vwheel and the effective robot motion Vmotion. See case 2 in eq. 2-2.

Fig. 2-3 shows that the cumulation of non-systematic and systematic error distribution is a convolution
(folding) of two gaussian distributions. Because the convolution is as a multiplication in the frequency
domain, we transform the gaussian function into the frequency domain to square it. Transforming the
result back into the time domain results in a gaussian as well, but with different standard deviation .

Conclusion: Whether one considers the systematic error or not, the error distribution can be described
by a gaussian distribution. Thus, all further calculations are based on a gaussian distribution.

Fig. 2-3: Folding of the non-systematic and systematic gaussian error distribution

2.2.3 One-dimensional correction

The robot is equipped with a single light sensor underneath which detects the painted grid lines on the
floor. We assume that the light sensor provides an ideal short pulse when crossing a grid line. This pulse
will be used to synchronize the estimated position of the robot (calculated by odometry) with the real
position (indicated by the grid lines on the floor).
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The upper part of fig. 2-4 shows the robot passing some vertical grid lines. The robot is constantly cal-
culating its estimated position by odometry. This estimated x position is indicated by a dotted line in the
time-distance table in fig. 2-4. Between the detection of the grid lines, the dotted line (estimated x posi-
tion of the robot) is rising constantly because the robot speed is assumed as being constant. The solid
line in the time-distance diagram shows the real x position of the robot and is therefore rising with some
irregularities due to the slipping wheels and other disturbances.

The estimated robot position (dotted line) is corrected to the x position of the closest grid line each
time the light sensor detects a grid line. The gaussian error distribution surrounding the x position of
each grid line (bottom diagram in fig. 2-4) indicated the odometry error if matched with the real posi-
tion by a grid line detection. This can be used to recognize abnormal conditions and systematic drifts.

Fig. 2-4: Example of the fundamental technique to correct odometry error

The following paragraph explains fig. 2-4 in more details:
The robot starts at position A and is passing over the first grid line B at time tB. At this time (tB) the esti-
mated position (dotted line) is a little bit behind the grid line B, which means that the robot moved
faster than expected. The estimated position will therefore be corrected forwards to B. During the next
sequence (B to C), the robot moves unintentionally slower and is therefore crossing the grid line C later
than expected. The estimated position has to be corrected backwards, because point C is closer to the
estimated position than point D. The last sequence shows a wrong correction due to a mechanical
blockage of the robot. The light sensor indicates line D at time tD. Unfortunately the estimated position
(dotted line) is closer to point E than to point D, which results in a wrong correction. The robot lost its
position because the odometry error was too big. This mistake can normally be detected, because the
probability of the obtained point E is quite low (see bottom diagram in fig. 2-4).

Note: Counting the grid lines and using the number obtained as an indicator for the absolute robot
position would solve the problem just described, but would cause more nuisance from missed or double
counted lines.
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2.2.4 Two-dimensional correction

In the previous one dimensional example, the position of the robot was corrected towards the position
of the closest grid line. Such a technique cannot be used in a two dimensional environment with a right-
angle grid network for synchronization. The reason appears clearly in fig. 2-5.

The robot is intended to drive straight forward which is marked by the dotted line (assumed trajec-
tory). Each grid line passed generates an event which synchronizes the robot’s x or y position to the x or
y position of the closest grid line. Suddenly, the robot gets an event signal on the assumed position .
The vertical grid line is closer, so the position marked by a empty circle  seems to be correct. How-
ever, it is much more probable that the robot followed the full line (real trajectory), because direction
drift is more probable that distance drift (see section 2.3.1). This would explain the premature light sen-
sor signal which was in fact generated by the horizontal grid line on position , even if this position is
further away than the first assumed cross point.

Fig. 2-5: Example: The closest grid line is not always the best

2.2.5 The traditional ellipse approach to distinguish x and y correction

The constantly growing positioning error can be described by a 3D bell curve, of which the z value
indicates the probability for the robot to be found on the corresponding x, y position. The circles (or
ellipses) in fig. 2-6 show the top view of a horizontal cut through the bell curves at a certain altitude
(probability threshold). Circles are widely used to model the spatial position distribution [Piasecki M.,
1995] [Pruski A., 96] of robots and for some robot architectures correspond very well to reality.

The ellipse is normally growing constantly in both dimensions. Each time the robot crosses a grid
line, one dimension of the ellipse shrinks corresponding to the orientation of the crossed grid line. As
already mentioned in the section before, the robot assumes the orientation of the grid line just crossed
(thanks to odometry) and is therefore able to shrink the corresponding dimension of the ellipse.

Fig. 2-6 convincingly shows that alternately going over horizontal and vertical grid lines is important
to keep the ellipse dimension small.

Fig. 2-6: Passing grid lines change the shape of the ellipses
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The PPD model
2.3 The PPD model

The shape of the Position Probability Distribution (PPD) depends mainly on the robot’s characteris-
tics. This section examines the PPD shape for two wheeled robots like the Khepera®. A first idea of the
distribution was given by an experiment which is presented in the introduction and later confirmed by
mathematical derivation.

2.3.1 Introduction

Fig. 2-7 shows the result of an experiment in which a robot is launched several times from the same
start position for a constant distance. The shape of all destination positions looks more like a “banana”
than an ellipse. The result can be intuitively explained considering a constant wheel speed  for both
wheels but influenced by an individual speed error  which represents the odometry error. The real
speed can be described by  (x indicates the left ‘L’ or right ‘R’ wheel). An
independent gaussian distribution for each wheel speed error  results in the PPD shape showed in
fig. 2-7.

Fig. 2-7: Minor wheel speed difference causes a strong change of the robot direction

Due to minor wheel friction , the real speed Vx does not correspond to the driven wheel speed
 , hence ). Experiments show that the average friction is about +/- 0.3%, so

the distance covered is not affected in a crucial way. On the other hand the robot’s direction is much
more sensitive than the distance covered. The change in direction  can be calculated as follows:

The equation shows that the smaller the wheelbase the stronger the impact on the robot’s direction due
to different wheel friction. This lateral drift (change of direction) is much stronger than the drift in the
direction of motion.
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Chapter 2: Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)
2.3.2 Geometrical calculation of the PPD model

We assume a rotation of the robot around a fixed point R. The deviation of the two wheels are not
equal ∆VL≠∆VR but constant. The radius r of the rotation depends therefore on the wheel speed differ-
ence |∆VL–∆VR| and the wheelbase L. A lateral drift of the wheels will be ignored (see fig. 2-8).

Fig. 2-8: Derivation of a PPD model

The following calculation derives an equation for x, y and α, depending only on VL, VR and L. The
resulting x and y is the position and α the direction of the robot.

The relation between the wheel speed and the angle is described in eq. 2-1:

This double equation (eq. 2-1) allows the extraction of r and α as functions of VL, VR and L:

y and x can now be calculated by trigonometry:

The resulting equations (eq. 2-3) supplies the position (x and y) of the robot, depending on the con-
stant wheel speed VL, VR, the wheelbase L, and the time t.
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The PPD model
2.3.3 Calculation and display of the PPD shape

In order to illustrate the distribution of the final position of the Khepera, we have to transform the
eq. 2-3 into the following form:

We assume a constant wheel speed Vx and use a geometrical model to transform the variables:

The relation between (VL, VR) and (r, α) is already calculated (see eq. 2-2). We have now to find a
geometrical relationship between (x, y) and (r, α):

Equation 2-6 calculates the velocity (VL, VR) as a function of the position (x, y), this means the veloc-
ity needed for both wheels to reach the position (x, y) under the following conditions:

• The wheel speed is constant.
• All positions on the y-axis (x=0) result in a solution that is , because of the geometrical derivation.
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Chapter 2: Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)
We showed already in section 2.3.1 that the resulting velocity distribution (VL, VR) can be represented
by a gaussian distribution around VX (see fig. 2-9). This distribution will generate the “banana” shape.
We assume a wheel speed Vx which is composed of the pretended wheel speed *Vx and an error ∆Vx
which is modeled according to a gaussian distribution.

Fig. 2-9: Gaussian distribution of the wheel speed

 is the pretended wheel speed and  represents the standard deviation. We choose an interval from
*Vx - ∆Vx until *Vx + ∆Vx covering 95% of the entire gaussian-surface:

Equation 2-7 shows that the standard deviation  and therefore the size of the PPD model (banana)
depends only on the assumed maximal speed error ∆Vx.

In order to calculate the PPD of the final robot location (which is a function of the gaussian distributed
velocities), we must multiply the velocity probability function by the Jacobian determinant of the
velocities with respect to the x and y locations:
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The PPD model
Inverting the product and the Jacobian:

This final equation represents the probability of each position of the banana, located on the position
(x, y).

We use Mathematica®1 to calculate the equations and to visualize the PPD. The following image in
fig. 2-10 shows the PPD produced by a Khepera® robot, moving straight ahead for 3 meters (see the
scale beside the graphic in mm) with a wheel speed (*Vx) of 100mm/sec and a speed deviation of max-
imal ±1% (∆Vx =1mm/sec, σ=0.5) for each wheel. The deviation of 1% is the result of some practical
experiments with a Khepera robot on a clean table. Another robot, or the rolling conditions, will cer-
tainly change this value. However, the characteristics of the PPD shape will remain the same. The
wheelbase L is 52mm and corresponds to that of a Khepera®.

Fig. 2-10: PPD shape (right side). Path length 3m; straight ahead; wheel slip 1%

It is to be noted that the angular deviation is far bigger than the forward deviation. The robot has a lat-
eral error of about 1 meter, as compared to a forward error of about 30 mm. The banana is like a part of
a very thin arc, evenly decreasing to the end.

1. Mathematica® is a commercial software product by Wolfram Research Inc. [Wolfram, 1992].
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(Eq. 2-9)
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Chapter 2: Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)
2.3.4 Differences between the circular and the PPD model

Fig. 2-11 shows the impact of the just developed PPD–shape and demonstrates the difference to the
traditional circular approach. A Khepera® robot starts at point Pt and turns slowly to the right. After a
certain time ∆t, a signal is supplied by the light sensor, indicating a grid line underneath the robot. The
robot assumes its position at point Pt+∆t which is not on a grid line and has therefore to be corrected
according to one of the two probability distribution models:

• PPD model: The three dimensional PPD (see fig. 2-10) is cut by the grid lines, which are known by
the robot. The resulting two dimensional cut is shown on the right side on fig. 2-11. The highest point
(maximum) of the cut indicates the position with the highest probability (A).

• Circular model: The three dimensional model of the circular gauss distribution (see fig. 2-6) is cut
by the grid lines. The resulting position B is always the closest grid line element to Pt+∆t.

It can be clearly seen that the two models produce two very different results. This intuitive example
does not show the PPD distribution in real proportion to the circular distribution to make the graphic
more clear. However, it shows the importance of choosing the correct position distribution model.

Fig. 2-11: Difference between the PPD and traditional circular approach

2.3.5 Deformation of the PPD by curves and corners

Robots move rarely straight ahead. Therefore it is important to analyze in which manner their PPD–
shape changes when they take curves and corners. Unfortunately, the equations derived above for calcu-
lating the PPD–shape depend on constant wheel speeds (VL and VR). Therefore, corners and variable-
radius curves cannot be calculated. The following iterative approach will be used to calculate this kind
of PPD–shape (see section 2.3 "The PPD model"):

We use Mathematica® to sweep Vx from (*Vx – ∆Vx) to (*Vx + ∆Vx) and for the following visualiza-
tion of the PPD. There is no significant difference between the PPD shape calculated by the derived
equation or by the iterative calculation because of the high numerical precision of Mathematica®. In
order to visualize the path covered by the robot, we use only the iterative calculation for all further sim-
ulations.
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The PPD model
2.3.6 Examples

The following examples illustrate the behavior of the PPD in curves and corners. The right graphic
shows the same PPD as the left one, but from a top view. The dotted line on the right graphic indicates
the robot’s ideal trajectory without any wheel slip. All examples show the PPD 4 times (for each meter).
A short source listing of the PPD simulator generating the following examples can be found in the
"Appendix" on page 87.

Example 1: Curve

The following simulation in fig. 2-12 shows a robot constantly turning right for 4 meters. The left
wheel is turning 4.08% faster than the right one (left: 102mm/sec, right: 98mm/sec) in order to perform
a curve. The maximal wheel speed derivation is 1% for both wheels.

Fig. 2-12: Example 1: PPD behavior in a curve

Note: It is interesting to observe that the orientation of the PPD changes only slowly and it does not
have at all the same direction as the robot.

Example 2: Turning back after one meter

This simulation in fig. 2-13 shows the PPD of a robot turning left for 90° after one and two meters.
The maximal wheel speed derivation is 1% for both wheels.

Fig. 2-13: Example 2: PPD behavior after a turn back

Note: The orientation of PPD doesn’t correspondent to the average orientation during the experiment,
therefore the orientation of the second PPD is not 45° as expected ( ).
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Example 3: Turning back after 2 meters

The last example in fig. 2-14 shows the PPD of a robot moving straight ahead, but turning back (180°
turn) after 2 meters. The maximal wheel speed derivation is 1% for both wheels.

Fig. 2-14: Example 3: PPD decrease after a turn back

Note:

• The robot will again, after 2 meters, reach its starting point. Nevertheless, the corresponding second
PDD is bent (downwards), like after a move in the direction of the negative y-axis. This illustrates that
the PDD is more influenced by the covered trajectory than by its final position.

• The third PPD is much smaller than the previous PPD which shows that the size of a PPD can also
decrease. Nevertheless, the PPD is strongly bent, indicating that the orientation of the robot is some-
what uncertain in contrast to its position.

The result becomes clearer by comparing the comportment of PPDs and water waves. Outspreading
waves can be reconcentrated by obstacles and regain more power. For instant waves on the beach are
created by a similar effect. Fig. 2-15 shows the re-concentration of a PPD step by step.

Fig. 2-15: Spreading out and concentrating of the PPD

2.3.7 Conclusion
• It is interesting to note that the shape of the PPD remains a segment of an arc. Even the thickness of

the line is independent of the trajectory.
Condition: the wheel’s drift has to be constant. The difference consists only in radii and orientations.

• The latest example shows also that a certain motion strategy can shrink the PPD. This result is sur-
prising but nevertheless understandable. To better comprehend, follow the dotted line in fig. 2-14
which indicates the trajectory of the robot with a constant drift to the right side.
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Statement of the problems
2.4 Statement of the problems

The suggested grid-solution is an easy way to correct odometry errors with limited additional
expenses. Nevertheless, this simplicity hides some problems which will be described in the following
section.

2.4.1 Angular drift, caused by inaccuracy robot direction

Because the robot knows the geometry of the painted grid on the floor, an independent correction of
the x and y position while crossing a grid-line seems to be an easy way to continuously correct the cor-
responding dimension of the robot’s position (see fig. 2-16). Unfortunately, this approach ignored the
angle α of the robot, whose estimation accuracy will decline with time. This causes a strong angular
drift of the robot, which cannot be recognized by this algorithm. The robot will get lost.

Fig. 2-16: Wrong correction because of confused grid lines

We notice that this angular drift is the main reason for the position error. The distance and speed error
while moving straight ahead are comparatively small (see section 2.3 "The PPD model").

2.4.2 Information distribution of a grid

Another problem of this approach is the information distribution on the grid. Not every region of the
grid field have the same positive effect. There are large regions containing no information or a helpful
grid line which was by chance missed by some few cm. An active element is needed directing the robot
to regions containing interesting information. This active element called “grid fitter” is presented later
in section 2.6.
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Chapter 2: Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)
2.5 Strategy for PPD, robot position and direction correction

The strategy for odometry correction is divided into two sections.

• This section describes how to use the knowledge of the PPD to correct in a passive manner the esti-
mated position of the robot.

• The section 2.6 on page 28 describes how to influence the trajectory of the robot in order to improve
the result of the passive correction system.

2.5.1 Passive correction, using the PPD

The robot’s position is chiefly obtained by odometry. The suggested algorithm corrects the odometry
errors by knowing the evolution of the PPD motion and by taking advantage of the thin PPD–shape.

The following conditions have to be satisfied:

• The initial position and starting direction of the robot have to be known.
• The robot has to be equipped with a light sensor fixed underneath to detect the painted grid.
• The robot must know the characteristics of the painted grid (organization, grid distance).

2.5.2 Correction of the position

The robot starts from a known position and updates its PPD and therefore its position Pi continuously
by odometry (see fig. 2-17). When the robot crosses a grid line (Pr) in the real world (see Pr in the left
image), it will choose the intersection position between its PPD and the grid line as its new corrected
position (see Pc on the right image). In case of several matching points, the cross-point with the highest
PPD distribution wins (see also fig. 2-11 for other examples of intersections between PPDs and grid
lines).

Fig. 2-17: Correction of the assumed position by matching the PPD with the grid

Note: Although the robot on position Pi is much closer to the vertical grid line, the final corrected
position will be placed on the horizontal grid line (and moreover far away from the robot). Less care-
fully computed PPD or an intuitive solution would lead to a wrong position located on the vertical line.
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2.5.3 Correction of the angular error

As already mentioned, the angular error is the most significant factor of odometry error. Therefore,
correcting the direction is very important. The matching point Pc of the PPD (see fig. 2-17) is not only
the new robot’s position, but contains also information about the angular error. This means that every
point on the PPD depends on a certain wheel speed difference VL–VR (see section 2.3 "The PPD
model") and therefore on a certain angular drift dα.

Fig. 2-18: Each point of the PPD indicates the angular drift

Fig. 2-18 shows a plot of the wheel speed difference VL–VR in the PPD. An intersection point of the
PPD with a grid line supplies the average wheel speed difference and therefore the average angular
drift. Condition: Wheelbase L and the traveling time t are known; speed is constant.
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2.6 Integration of a path planner “grid fitter”

The classification algorithm has to be backed up by a “path planner” moving the robot (and therefore
the sensors) to an optimal position. This biological inspired approach is used by different researchers
such as Rudolf Bauer [Bauer R., 1995] or Georg Hartmann [Hartmann G. et al, 1995]. Both papers
show, that an adequate path planner can drastically improve the position quality of robots and ants,
which are based on odometry.

In this experiment, a “grid fitter” influencing the robot’s planned trajectory is implemented in order to
take advantage of the different type of information distributed on the grid lines. The type of information
depends on the region, which can be divided into 4 zones:

• V zones supply information about the x position of the robot.
• H zones supply information about the y position of the robot.
• C zones are difficult to interpret and should be therefore avoided by the robot.
• N zones supply no direct information, but are still necessary to distinguish between V and H zones.

It is clear that the robot should pass alternating V and H zones, separated by N zones. At the same
time, C zones should be avoided because they provide several cross points with the PPD and the grid
lines. The C zone will not be further considered in this paper.

The “grid fitter” change slightly the planned trajectory of the robot. However, the resulting advantage
is relevant and will be illustrated by the following example (see fig. 2-19).

Fig. 2-19: The modified path (dotted line) leads to many more V-H transitions
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Integration of a path planner “grid fitter”
The robot is asked to follow the solid line, starting at position A5. While driving to the right side (to
F4), the robot goes past four V-zones, which allows adjustment of the x position four times. During this
time, the y position and the direction are ignored in favor of the freshly calibrated x position. After that,
the robot will turn right, but unfortunately going past a C zone containing no useful information. Close
to the point F3, the robot crosses finally a H-V zone, supplying significant position information. The
way back to the left side of the scene (E2-A1) is similar to the first trajectory segment (A5-F4). The
lack of V-H transitions prevents a sufficient odometry correction.

Fig. 2-20 illustrates the events produced by the intended path (upper diagram) and the corrected path
(lower diagram). It can be seen that the corrected path contains more useful V-H transitions (compare
with (see fig. 2-19).

Fig. 2-20: Zone events, caused by the intended and corrected way 

2.6.1 Including the grid fitter into a navigation system

The navigator steers the robot to a chosen destination, considering known objects in a map and some
unexpected events. The navigator can normally be separated into a path planner and a pilot (see fig. 2-
21):

• Path planner (global navigator):
The path planner calculates the path defined by the task describer (a), considering the obstacles indi-
cated in the environment map (b). The path planner will previously calculate the result (c) and hand it
over to the pilot step by step (for example left, right, slightly right, stop, ...).

• Pilot (local navigator):
The pilot has no knowledge of the environment, nor of the aim of the task. It reacts to different motion
suggestions submitted by the path planner (c), grid fitter (e) and obstacle avoider (d). Each unit sup-
plies a motion suggestion (like right, left, strong right), combined with a mathematical priority
(urgent, when convenient, mandatory). The pilot has to select or to combine these suggestions by
selection or fusion.
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Fig. 2-21: The grid fitter can easily be inserted into a standard path planner

It is important to understand that the grid fitter is only included in the navigator in order to improve
the odometry correction algorithm. The illustration (see fig. 2-21) shows that the “grid fitter” module
has the same structure as the other modules (path planner and obstacle avoider) influencing the pilot.
The integration of the grid fitter into the navigator produces no complications, if the interface of these
modules is well defined. A call from the pilot to the grid fitter (and other modules) could be defined as
follows:

void GridFitter(int actual_position,int actual_direction,
                int actual_speed,int *sug_direction,int *sug_priority);

The grid fitter module gets the actual position, direction and speed of the robot from the pilot and
returns the suggested direction with a certain priority. Obviously the grid fitter has a local knowledge
about the grid.
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Integration of a path planner “grid fitter”
2.6.2 Grid fitter implemented by potential fields

The grid fitter optimizes the odometry correction algorithm by guiding the robot into interesting V
and H zones (see section 2.6). This task can easily be modeled by potential fields and the following
rules (see fig. 2-22):

• Single (isolated) grid lines (V and H zones) attract the robot (striped circles).
• Grid cross points (C zone) repel the robot (black circles).
• The robot’s speed and direction are also considered in this potential field. This means that the attrac-

tive zones behind the robot have a much lower influence than attractive zones in front of the robot.
The robot can be seen as a moving mass with a certain speed and direction. Of course, the potential
field does not change the absolute speed of the robot, which would be the case for a moving mass.

• V and H zones have to be crossed over alternately, thus when the robot has crossed some vertical
lines, it has to be attracted in a stronger way by the horizontal ones.

The arrows in fig. 2-22 indicate the attractive and repulsive power of the zones.

Fig. 2-22: Potential fields guide the robot over V and H zones
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Chapter 2: Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)
2.6.3 Other tasks of the grid fitter

The robot is not simply attracted and repelled by the potential fields. In order to improve the correc-
tion of the angular drift, the PPD should have a certain angle to the grid line (horizontal and vertical)
while crossing it. This situation improves the recognition of angular errors. The following illustration
(see fig. 2-23) shows the difference, if the PPD is crossing in a parallel way the grid line (left image) or
with a certain angle (right image).

Fig. 2-23: Diagonal grid line crossing improves the recognition of angular errors

The left image shows the PPD going past the grid line at right angles. The intersection (grid line and
PPD) is flat and supplies no exact cross point. In the right image, the intersection supplies an exact
cross point, because the PPD has a certain angle to the grid line.

Please note that the orientation of the PPD is important and not the orientation of the robot. In certain
circumstances, the PPD could have a good angle to the grid line caused by its “inertia”, even if the robot
crosses it at right angles (see fig. 2-24).

Fig. 2-24: Angle between PPD and grid line is important (not PPD and robot path)

Tasks of the grid fitter:

• Avoiding bad and going past good zones (see section 2.6.2 "Grid fitter implemented by potential
fields").

• Crossing grid lines with a certain angle in order to improve the quality of the intersection.
• Minimizing the size of the PPD by adequate motion maneuvers.

Intersection PPD-grid is flat Intersection PPD-grid is useful
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Integration of a path planner “grid fitter”
2.6.4 Practical tests

The experiment was done by a real Khepera robot which calculated simultaneous its position by a cor-
rected and uncorrected odometry algorithm. Fig. 2-25 shows the result of the uncorrected (left image)
and the corrected (right image) calculations which was performed during the same experiment-run.

• Without any correction: The left image shows the robot starting on a known position & direction
and performing a trajectory indicated by small squares . The actual position of the robot is based on
pure odometry. Because of the odometry error, the robot starts to drift to the left side, which is indi-
cated by the solid line (calculated trajectory). Each detection of a grid line is marked by a cross  on
the calculated trajectory. It can be seen that the distance between the crosses and the corresponding
squares (which indicate the real cross points) increases continuously. The final error is about half a
square unit, which means about 5 cm (one square has a length of 10 cm).

• With correction: The right image is the result of the same experiment as described before, but it
shows the result of the corrected odometry calculation. Therefore the solid line is replaced by a trace
of several small “bananas” which indicates the PPD. The size is constantly growing due to the accu-
mulated odometry error. Each time a grid line is detected by the light sensor, the PPD is cut by the
closest grid lines. The intersection is marked by a cross , which is obviously always on a grid line.
The corresponding real position is shown by little squares  (identical to the left image). The assumed
robot position is corrected towards the intersection marked by a cross . At the same time, the PPD
size can be reduced, because of the known odometry error. The average size of the PPD stays constant
and is an indicator for the reliability of the robot position.

Fig. 2-25: Experiment without and with odometry correction
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Chapter 2: Supervised Passive Positioning System (SPPS)
2.7 Conclusion

The presented algorithm allows a two wheeled robots, equipped with a single light sensor underneath,
to efficiently correct their odometry by detecting grid lines on the floor. Some simplifications1 make the
algorithm light enough to run local on a Khepera robot equipped with a Motorola 68331 Microproces-
sor with 128K Ram and 256K Rom. The grid could also be represented by grooves in the ground.
Robots can thus navigate with minimum external help depending on the intended trajectory. 

This algorithm demonstrates also an optimal exploitation of available information by using a new
model of position probability distribution (PPD) and an interacting pilot (Grid Fitter). The examples
show that the direction of the PPD is not always at right angles to the robot trajectory. The direction fol-
lows slowly the robot’s direction and can have a completely unexpected shape after a narrow curve.
This effect could be interesting in the future in order to shrink the size of the PPD as a function of the
trajectory actually effected (see section 2.3.6 "Examples"). This effect is similar to the re-concentration
of water waves after reflection by a concave object. However, the position distribution probability can
shrink but not the direction distribution, which makes a reasonable use of this special point question-
able.

The experiment showed that the system is stable enough to miss three or more grid lines in case of
sensor problems or other unfavorable conditions. However, the system will rapidly lose its position
after passing the maximal odometry error due to misinterpretation of the following grid signals and the
resulting position corrections in the wrong direction. Once in this state, there is no way back to syn-
chronize the robot with its real position.

1. Because of the low CPU power of the Khepera robot (68311 @ 16MHz), neither the shape of the PPD 
nor the 3D cut with the grid lines could be calculated in real time. Therefore, the PPD was approached 
by several sample points representing the PPD. These sample points can be updated 10 times per sec-
ond which allows to perform real time applications. The expenditure of intersection calculation can be 
ignored.
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3 Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)

In the former chapter, the robot used the grid dimension and its initial position. The algorithm pre-
sented now allows a robot to recognize its position and to navigate without prior information regarding
its environment. What is going to be used as a landmark is initially unknown and practically no specific
preprocessing of the sensor signals is done. The robot nevertheless extracts meaningful information
from its environment and uses it to build a map. Both landmark definitions and the map are continu-
ously adapted. It can be shown that navigation without predefined categorization takes better advantage
of the sensor abilities and extracts more information from the environment.

Fig. 3-1: Robot exploring an unknown environment1

The result shows that a robot can reliably recognize and rediscover self-defined landmarks suitable for
its sensor capability as well as create a map of its environment.

1. Cartoon by Isabelle Follath, Zürich, source [Pfeifer R., 1996] permitted by Prof. R. Pfeifer
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.1 Unsupervised classification approaches

This section shows some general methods of unsupervised classification. Unsupervised classification
is a huge field and can be grouped into three approaches. The main differences between these
approaches are explained in the following paragraphs.

3.1.1 Statistical approach

Statistical approaches are generally based on a probability model. These models are usually invented
or constructed by statisticians who are aware of the overall problem and their special attributes. Statisti-
cal approaches provide therefore a probability of being in certain predetermined classes and is unable
to create or change these classes by itself.

3.1.2 Machine learning approach

Machine learning is difficult to define. It generally encompasses automatic computing procedures that
learn a task from a series of examples by classifying and selecting significant parts of the example.

The decision-tree approach which can be created by Q-learning is a typical example of machine
learning techniques. The classification is guided by proceeding a given sequence of logical steps,
encompassing the complexity of the problem. This technique allows to represent and to classify com-
plex problems.

Genetic algorithm1 is one of the most examined techniques in machine learning. It allows to deal with
more general types of data. Their combination can be very different. However the evaluation of all these
combinations demand a lot of CPU power.

Similar to the statistical approach, machine learning techniques demand generally a certain back-
ground of human knowledge to construct the algorithm. However, the operation is assumed without any
human intervention.

3.1.3 Neural network approach

Classification can also be done other than by technical and mathematical frameworks. Since classifi-
cation is an essential feature of natural intelligent systems, it is interesting to study how nature solves
this problem and tries to copy the solution. The brain owes its capability to about 1011 neurons. Each of
them is connected to about 104 other neurons, constituting an enormous “computer power”.

1. Genetic Algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm which generates several individuals from some 
encoded forms known as a “chromosomes” or “genomes”. Chromosomes are combined or mutated to 
breed new individuals. An offspring's chromosome is created by joining segments chosen alternately 
from each of two parents' chromosomes which are of fixed length.
GAs are useful for multidimensional optimization problems in which the chromosome can encode the 
values for the different variables being optimized.
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Unsupervised classification approaches
The following rather simple mathematical description is widely used in the domain of computer sci-
ence to model the function of a neuron. It consists of a number of input nodes xi and one output node s
(see fig. 3-2). Each input xi is multiplied by wi and added up with the other inputs. The resulting sum 
is normalized by a transfer function . The exact nature of  will depend on the neural network model
under study. A few examples of the most frequently used transfer functions are shown below:

Fig. 3-2: Three different representations of an artificial neuron

An artificial neural network consists of several layers of interconnected neurons. Each neuron pro-
duces a nonlinear function of its input, which may come from another neuron or from the main input.
This construction incorporates any degree of non-linearity, allowing very general functions to be mod-
eled.

The neural network approach combines the complexity of some statistical techniques with the
machine learning strategy of imitating human intelligence. However, this is done on a more “uncon-
scious” level. The neural network is able to create and adapt autonomous classification rules, but makes
a learned concept non-transparent to the user.
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.2 Experimental Set-up

This chapter gives an overview of the aim and algorithm used to carry out this experiment.

3.2.1 Aim

A robot moves randomly in an unknown static environment (see fig. 3-3) and is repelled by obstacles.
It records information from its sensors in order to recognize significant signals as landmarks. The robot
has no prior knowledge about the environment nor of the type or character of its own sensors. The robot
should learn to recognize any significant signals as landmarks, store them into a memory as well as
compare them with new landmarks in order to rediscover familiar situations and positions.

Fig. 3-3: Standard environment offers several stimuli

Fig. 3-3 illustrates a robot environment without prior defined landmarks, containing a lot of obstacles
(even similar ones), several color spots, ramps etc. Recognizing these stimuli with a pre-programmed
algorithm would not be very efficient. However, the environment offers a lot of unique characteristics,
which are not obvious to recognize:

• Point A shows the only slope on which the robot climbs in directing himself toward the light source.
• Point B is the only diagonal wall illuminated by the light source.
• Point C shows the only diagonal (compass sensor) wall which is not illuminated by the light source.
• Point D shows the only wall which the robot has to climb up.
• Point E is the only corner which is not illuminated by the light source.
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Experimental Set-up
There are a lot more (less obvious) landmarks which can be extracted from this robot’s standard envi-
ronment. The example also shows that it would be difficult to preprogram these stimuli as landmarks
because:

• They are not always foreseeable.
• They are too varied (special processing for each landmark).
• They could change with time (in a slow manner, no dynamic environment).

The aim of this experiment is to show that unforeseen stimuli can be linked with the robot’s position
and can therefore be used as a landmark in order to stabilize the odometry error. This allows restriction
of the odometry error to a certain limit. The robot can also use its own self-discovered landmarks to cre-
ate a cognitive1 map, allowing it to navigate in an unknown environment.

3.2.2 Experience set-up

I used a Khepera simulator programmed by Olivier Michel [Michel O., 1996] to test the algorithm.
The simulated robot is equipped with eight short distance sensors (about 5 cm range), eight ambient
light sensors, an odometry module calculating its estimated position, a compass and a linear camera
which reads a horizontal line of 64 pixels with a view angle of 36 degree in front of the robot. This can
be used to recognize obstacles and wall contours in front of the robot. The environment consists of a
field of about 15 x 15 x diameter of the robot.

Fig. 3-4: Equipment of the extended Khepera robot

The simulator was written in C and runs on a SUN Ultra 1 (143 MHz) allowing the robot to move
twice as fast as in reality. 

1. A cognitive map can be defined as the internal representation of the geometric relations among notice-
able points in the animal’s environment. In operational terms, an animal using such a map must be 
able to determine its position relative to home, or any other charted point, even when it has been dis-
placed inadvertently to an arbitrary location within its environment. Quoted from [Wehner R., 1992].
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.2.3 Algorithm overview

The signals coming from different sensors are partially mixed together and directed into several unsu-
pervised classifiers creating clusters (see chapter 3.4 "Classification", page 45). Each classifier is based
on a different type of neural network in order to take advantage of each specific characteristic. The
classes thus created are analyzed by the statistics module, which selects “usable” classes and stores
them into a memory including its estimated robot position. These entries are compared with new
incoming classes. In case of a sufficient match, the robot position will be corrected to the position pre-
viously stored with the class. Fig. 3-5 shows the described algorithm.

Fig. 3-5: Sensor signal data processing and recognition of significant features

The statistical module analyzes the incoming classes based on its frequency and search for significant
classes which can be used as a reference point. Therefore, the activation of such significant classes has
to be:

• not too seldom (because it might represent noise)
• not frequent (it might represent different positions which is not interesting at all)
• not activated successively (because it doesn’t represent a single point)

This is inspired by Nake [Nake F., 1974] and others [Schmidhuber J., 1997] who suggest that most
interesting data exhibits an ideal ratio between expected and unexpected information. The numerical
limits for these three criterions was found empirically.
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Normalization
3.3 Normalization

The aim of this project is to use raw sensor signals and to avoid task specific signal preprocessing as
much as possible. Nevertheless, minimal noise filtering and signal normalization is difficult to avoid
and is presented in this section. The reason for the normalization is not only to simplify the experiment
but also to adapt the signals to the characteristics of the used classifiers. Even the application of unsu-
pervised neural network contains some limitations, i.e. the classification of several sinusoidal sensor
signals of different frequencies cannot be done without a Fourier preprocessing.

3.3.1 Distance and ambient light sensors

Because of the poor quality of the distance and ambient light sensors, a simple two state value is used
to distinguish distance from obstacles or bright from dark regions. A threshold value of 300 (corre-
sponding to an object distance of 2.5 cm) was chosen.

3.3.2 Camera preprocessing

The image of the camera was simulated and calculated by a pseudo reflectance image model [Song
H., 1996], assuming a diffuse light source and a Lambertian object’s surface (matte surface, no texture).

Fig. 3-6: Calculation of light intensity, first approximation

The measured light intensity c can be approximated by the equation in fig. 3-6, using as variables:
The distance of d, the ambient light a, the reflexivity of object r and the angle between the surface and
the camera view α. Each object transition causes a strong change in d and α, which is very suitable for
edge detection.

The edge extracting process is a little unusual and therefore further explained in fig. 3-7. The environ-
ment (point A) is taken by a camera (point B) which produces according to the Lambertian theory the
image shown in point C. Edge detection is done by the 2nd derivative of the normalized, discrete camera
image (showed in point D). After that, the image is stretched until the far left edge reaches the left bor-
der and the far right edge reaches the right border (point E). This conversion makes the image stable
against rotation and any kind of movement, as long as the same obstacles (contours) are visible to the
camera.
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
The resulting image is preprocessed in two different ways in order to feed them into two separate neu-
ral networks (NN):

• In the Gaussian neuron distribution, neurons are stimulated according to the position of the edges in
image E. The neighboring neurons are stimulated as well but less, according to a gauss distribution.
This makes the network less sensitive to minor position changes of an edge in the image E.

• In the group neuron distribution, neurons are arranged into groups according to how many edges are
seen in image E. In our example, five edges can be seen in image E, though the far left and the far
right ones are not interesting because of their fix positions. So we get 3 edges which activate group 3.
The individual activation of these 3 neurons correspond to the distance between the edges and the left
border (point F). All other neurons of the other groups are not activated. This kind of preprocessing
makes the second NN very sensitive to a change in the number of edges, which is often ignored by the
first NN, especially if the edges are close to each other.

Fig. 3-7: Two different images preprocessing to improve classification
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Normalization
Fig. 3-8 shows a screen shot of the same “image processing” performed by the simulator. The on-
board camera K2131 simulated on the robot “sees” four obstacles which produce the image and the
double derivation shown in the diagram on fig. 3-8. The image is stretched until detected corners (dou-
ble derivation) reach the borders and “smoothed” by a Gaussian distribution in order to reduce the reac-
tion of the network by small lateral object shift. This operation makes the relative position of the inner
two objects to the outer objects decisive, instead of the whole image. The distance of the inner two
objects from the left border is used to activate group number two of the second neural network. Each
group is activated depending on the number of detected inner objects. This preprocessing makes the
network sensitive to emerging and disappearing objects.

Fig. 3-8: Screen-shot of the camera image normalization

Fig. 3-9 illustrates the characteristics of these two kinds of preprocessing and why they are used
together.

• The first situation in fig. 3-9 shows a Khepera robot approaching 3 obstacles. Two obstacles are one
behind the other and are therefore recognized as one obstacle by the group neuron distribution pre-
processing. Therefore group 2 is activated. While approaching the obstacles, the robot changes its
angle of vision and suddenly distinguishes all three obstacles, which causes the activation of group 3
in the group neuron distribution preprocessing. The same striking event is hardly recognized by the
gaussian neuron distribution’s preprocessing.

• The second situation in fig. 3-9 shows the opposite case. The group neuron distribution preprocessing
always recognizes three obstacles. On approaching the obstacles, the angle of vision changes and
therefore the activation of the neurons in group neuron distribution preprocessing also changes.
However, this change is very small compared to the change in the gaussian neuron distribution.

1. K213 is a vision turret produced by K-Team (http://diwww.epfl.ch/lami/robots/K-family/K213.html)
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
Fig. 3-9: Effect of camera processing
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Classification
3.4 Classification

This section explains the need to classify the robot sensor information and how this can be done. After
that, the methods applied are described and how they are modified to solve the problem.

The principal idea is to merge all raw sensor signals together and to treat them in the same way inde-
pendently of the source. A self-organizing process clusters the signals in classes which correspond to
the environmental situations. However, two exceptions have to be considered:

• Analog and digital signals should be treated differently in order to take advantage of the classifier
characteristics. Digital signals always use the full input range from zero to one which is not the case
for analog signals. Strong range differences decrease the efficiency of neural networks.

• The raw camera image is filtered and processed by an edge detection algorithm before further use (see
chapter 3.3 "Normalization", page 41).

Robot sensors supply continuously various informations like object distance, ambient light, compass
direction as well as some image information. All this information can be represented by a single sample
point S(t) in an n-dimensional input space. The dimension of the input space depends on the sensor
type. A distance sensor usually provides only a one-dimensional number, which is the distance. On the
other hand, a color sensor supplies normally a three dimensional value (red, green, blue).

Fig 3-10 shows an example of a two dimensional input space created by a distance sensor and a com-
pass (both supply one dimensional information).

Fig. 3-10: 2-D robot sensor space defined by a distance sensor and a compass

The n-dimensional sensor input space is filled up with sample points S(t) during a run. Storing all
these sample points would be useless and would overflow the memory. It is much more efficient to
organize accumulations of sample points into classes which will then be used for further treatment.

The process of putting points into a common group is called “clustering” or “unsupervised classifica-
tion”. The accumulation of sample points corresponds to a robot situation which is encountered fre-
quently i.e. following a straight wall with a constant distance. Such a cluster of sample points can be
“bound together” and used as a reference for further use without even knowing what it “means”.
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.4.1 The Growing K-means Algorithm

The K-means algorithm can be implemented by a competitive network. The output neurons, of which
the weight vector is closest to the correct pattern vector, becomes the winner neuron. This is reminis-
cent of the K-means algorithm, in which the cluster center with the shortest Euclidean norm distance to
the input pattern vector, acquires the pattern and earns the right to respond to that pattern.

As previously mentioned, a pattern vector of n dimensions may be considered as representing a point
within an n-dimensional Euclidean space. The K-means algorithm identifies vectors which are geomet-
rically close together based on the assumption that geometrically close points belong together.

Before presenting details of the standard K-means algorithm, a more precise notion of the metrical
distance is needed. The Euclidean norm of a vector x=[x1, x2, x3, ... , xn] is defined as shown in equa-
tion 3-1:

Equation 3-1 represents the length of the vector x. As we wish to discover the distance or length
between two vectors within the pattern space, we need only to apply the equation 3-1 to the vector dif-
ference x and z of the same order n as shown in equation 3-2:

After defining the distance between pattern vectors, we need a procedure that will establish a set of
clusters (with associated cluster centers); for example the distance between an input vector and the clos-
est cluster center serves to classify the vector.

The K-means makes the assumption that the number of cluster centers is known a priori. The version
implemented in the experiment ignores this assumption which allows to trim the neural network regard-
ing to the optimal distance between the cluster centers (vigilance) and not to the maximal number of
cluster centers. On the other hand, this makes the system sensitive to the temporal order in which input
data are presented.

Description of the algorithm:

Before describing the K-means algorithm, some nomenclature must be established. We follow the
notation in [Pandya A.S. et al, 1996]. Let x(p) represent the pth input vector. The complete set of input
vectors will then be {x(1), x(2), ... , x(p)}. The cluster center for each of the K clusters will be represented
by z1, z2, ... , zk. The notation Sj = {x| x is closest to cluster j} will be used to represent the set of sam-
ples that belong to the jth cluster center. Nj indicates how many samples belong to the cluster j. The K-
means algorithm is implemented in the following steps:

x xi
2

i 1=

n

∑= (Eq. 3-1)

x z– xi zi–( )2

i 1=

n

∑= (Eq. 3-2)
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Classification
K-means (batch version)

1. Initialize:
Choose the number of clusters. For each cluster i pitch an initial vector Wi. This initial vector can be 
arbitrary or simply the first K input vectors.

2. Classification by closest prototype:
Search for Sj to which x(p) belongs. Each sample vector x(p) is attached to one of the K clusters 
according to the following criteria:

3. Move prototype center to cluster:
After allocating all member vectors to their clusters, the centers have to be adapted such that the 
sum of the distances from each member vector to the new cluster center is minimized. The equation 
3-5 calculates the new cluster center of the cluster j containing Nj members.

4. Checking for convergence:
The algorithm jumps back to step 2 if the prototype is still moving after one cycle. The neural net-
work has learned the example if the prototype does not move anymore.

The K-means algorithm can be implemented in a two layer neural network. Each output neuron
defines a class j which is described by the vector Wj. Fig. 3-11 shows the simple network structure:

Fig. 3-11: Network structure of the K-means algorithm 

Growing K-means

The Growing K-means classifier that I have used does not exist in literature. We extended the standard
K-means classifier with the ability to acquire new output neurons if the existing ones are not sufficient
close to the new input vector. The name was inspired by the Growing Neural Gas theory [Fritzke B.,
1997] which has the same ability as well.

(Eq. 3-3)W 1 W 2 … W K, , ,{ } random    or   first K input vectors=

(Eq. 3-4)x
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S j  if  x
p( )

W j– x
p( )

W i–    for all    i 1 2 … K   i j≠, , , ,=<∈

z j
1

N j
------ x

p( )

x p( ) S j∈
∑= (Eq. 3-5)

output neuron layer

Wj=(w1j, w2j, ... , wnj)

Input layer X=(x1, ... ,xn)
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.4.2 Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART)

The ART network has been introduced by Carpenter & Grossberg in 1987 [Carpenter et al, 1987a]. It
is, broadly speaking, an unsupervised clustering network where the cluster size can be controlled and
the cluster formation can continue during the network’s operation. The input pattern can be binary
(ART-1) or analog (ART-2). The input neurons have no vicinity relationship. This means that the activa-
tion of adjacent inputs has the same importance as the activation of inputs far away from each other.
More information can be found in [Carpenter et al, 1987b], [Grossberg S., 1988], [Pandya A.S. et al,
1996], [Hertz J. et al, 1991], [Fausett L., 1994] and [Freriks L.W. et al, 1992].

ART networks attempt to address the stability-plasticity dilemma. Grossberg describes the stability-
plasticity dilemma as follows:

How can a learning system be designed to remain plastic, or adaptive, in response to signifi-
cant events and yet remain stable in response to irrelevant events? How does the system know
how to switch between its stable and its plastic modes to achieve stability without chaos? In
particular how can it preserve its previously learned knowledge while continuing to learn new
things? What prevents the new learning from washing away the memories of prior learning?

So ART networks contain a mechanism which allows new patterns to be learned without forgetting or
degrading old knowledge. This ability is very useful for robot application because the environment of
robots (representing the input of the ART) cannot be registered and learned in a regular and repeated
manner. The sensor information depends on the robot’s position, which is random or even locally repet-
itive if the robot stays in the same spot. Therefore old knowledge has to be preserved from newer ones,
even if the older knowledge has not been confirmed for a long time.

The degree of pattern similarity in a cluster and therefore also the number of clusters can be controlled
by a vigilance1 test. A new cluster (neuron) will be created if a new input pattern fails the vigilance test
with the existing clusters. This helps to overcome the stability-plasticity dilemma (which is the ability
to constantly learn new experiences without ignoring old ones.)

Fig. 3-12: General ART architecture

1. The vigilance is a common parameter in ART networks which describes the minimal distance 
between cluster centers. It can be changed during an experience (on-line).
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Classification
The ART architecture got its name because of the information oscillating between the two layers until
a stable situation is achieved. Fig. 3-12 illustrates the ART-1 architecture which consists of 3 parts: a
gain controller, an attentional subsystem and an orienting subsystem.

The attentional subsystem is the central part of the ART-1 network and consists of two layers, a bot-
tom layer F1 (also called comparison layer) and a top layer F2 (also called recognition layer). Each new
input vector containing N elements will be copied into the F1 layer before starting the learning algo-
rithm. The input vector can only contain digital values. The final classification decision is indicated by
a single firing neuron in the F2 layer (winner take all). The synaptic connections (weights) between
these two layers are modifiable in both directions. These connections are called Long Term Memory
(LTM) and contain the “knowledge” of the network.

The input vector stored in the F1 layer is transferred through the weights (LTM) towards the F2 layer
and back again to the F1 layer. This response from the F2 layer is compared with the original input vec-
tor by a vigilance check performed by the orientation subsystem. The vigilance is the maximum dis-
tance between the input vector and the cluster center corresponding to the firing recognition layer
neuron.

If the vigilance check fails, a previously unallocated neuron will be allocated to a new cluster category
corresponding to the input vector. If the test passes, the winner neuron (inhibiting the other neurons in
the recognition layer) is trained such that its associated cluster center in feature space is moved toward
the input vector. This mechanism of inhibiting other neurons is common in artificial neural architec-
tures, inspired by the visual neurophysiology of the biological systems.

The outstanding features of ART are:

• Only one parameter has to be adjusted: vigilance:
The vigilance represents a measure of the distance between the input vector and the cluster center. A
previously unallocated neuron will be allocated to the new cluster category if the vigilance-test fails.

• ART attempts to address the stability-plasticity dilemma:
meaning the ability to constantly learn new experiences without ignoring old ones. This capability is
mainly based on the fact that ART can constantly allocate new cluster categories.

• The learning process is performed on-line i.e. the net can learn in the same cycle while responding to
an input stimulus.
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.4.3 Simplified Fuzzy ART

As the name implies, Simplified Fuzzy ART (SFA) is a simplification of the Fuzzy ARTMAP which
was developed at Boston University by Steve Grossberg and Gail Carpenter [Carpenter et al, 1991c]
(see also [Kasuba, 1993] and [Dubrawski et al, 1994] for a good introduction).

The fuzzy in the term SFA refers to the fact that the network incorporates fuzzy logic. The ART portion
refers to Grossberg and Carpenter’s Adaptive Resonance Theory, which was already described in the
previous section. The MAP portion in the Fuzzy ARTMAP refers to the ability to map input and output
events. This leads the ARTMAP to be a supervised learning system, thus the MAP part was removed in
order to get an unsupervised learning system.
Fig. 3-13 shows an overview of the Simplified Fuzzy ART algorithm.

Fig. 3-13: Sketch of a Fuzzy ART network

The Simplified Fuzzy ART is a two-layer neural network able to classify input vectors of d dimen-
sionality by one winner category. The number of categories can be increased at any time. The following
two characteristics make the network unusual compared to other neural networks:

• The comparison of an input vector and neuron weights is based on fuzzy logic. The fuzzy AND oper-
ation used is defined in eq. 3-6. Section 3.5.3 describes the resulting effect.

• The Simplified Fuzzy ART algorithm described later can be simplified by normalization of the input
vector. This is done by complement coding of the input vector which therefore represents the presence
and the absence of a particular feature. The input vector with the elements (a1, a2, ... , ad) is doubled
by its complement vector (a1, a2, ... , ad) with ai=1-ai. The full input vector I has a dimension of 2d.
The norm of  is always d, since:

Output node activationT1 T2 T3 TM
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Classification
The Fuzzy ART algorithm:

The network requires a mechanism to form an activation of the output layer in response to the input of
the network. When a “complement coded” input vector is presented to the network, the output nodes
become activated as showed in eq. 3-8.

 is kept at a small value close to zero, usually about 10-7. This value has been found by experience
by [Kasuba, 1993] and is independent of the application. It only avoids a division by zero in the start
condition. The winning output node is the node with the highest activation (winner take all):
Winner=max(Tj).

The match function (see eq. 3-9) calculates the degree to which the complement coded input vector I
is a fuzzy subset of Wj. If the match function value is greater than the vigilance parameter , the net-
work is said to be in resonance which means that the output node j is good enough to encode the input
vector I.

The top-down weight vector Wj from the output node is updated according to eq. 3-10 if the match
function in eq. 3-9 is greater than .  is the learning rate which can be slowly decreased to reduce
change of the weight with time. Greater values of  result in faster learning.

If no winning output node can be found, a new output category has to be created, assigning to it a new
vector of adaptive weights initialized with . Thus new patterns may fit in and modify the shape
of the existing category, if they match closely, or require establishment of new categories when neces-
sary. Since the weights values may only decrease during the adaptation process, the learning method is
convergent.

As opposed to other neural network types, no source code example could be found, neither on the
WEB nor in the literature. Therefore it is worth investing two pages for a C-source in the Appendix on
page 83.

T j I( )
I W j∧

α W j+
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.5 Discussion of unsupervised classifiers

The three unsupervised classifiers mentioned above are derived from three different ideas. However,
they are based on the same mathematical principle. All three neural networks use euclidean distance
between the new input vectors and the classes. This is not astonishing because there is no more infor-
mation available for a better decision.

Therefore, the euclidean distance plays a central role and is very decisive for the similarity of classes.
The unsupervised classifiers used are designed (or modified) in such a manner as to have a stable maxi-
mum euclidean distance between classes. Therefore the network keeps the ability to learn new input
vectors at any time. Assumption: Unallocated classes can be recruited at any time.

In order to analyze the differences between the unsupervised classifiers, they were implemented into
the Khepera simulator to classify all sensor information. During about 10 minutes of random move-
ment, 15’000 sensor examples were simultaneously presented to all classifiers. This experiment was
repeated several times but with different vigilance parameters. The result is shown in the following sec-
tions:

3.5.1 Significant versus entire number of classes

The only relevant parameter to trim the behavior of the unsupervised classifiers is the maximal euclid-
ean distance called vigilance. A small vigilance increases the number of classes and vice versa.

Fig. 3-14 shows the number of significant classes1 produced by all three unsupervised classifiers as a
function of the entire number of classes used. It can be seen that there is a more or less a linear relation-
ship between the number of significant and used classes. This is comprehensible because both depend
on the decreasing vigilance.

Fig. 3-14: Almost linear relationship between significant and used classes

1. see chapter 3.2.3 on page 40 for definition of a significant class.
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Discussion of unsupervised classifiers
3.5.2 Quality versus quantity of significant classes

The euclidean distance between class prototypes must be short in order to separate sensory experi-
ences corresponding to significantly different environmental situations. On the other hand, too small
classes (in the spatial sense) might be reactivated very rarely and might probably represent a hardly
reproducible event. A compromise for the number of classes has to be found.

The diagram in fig. 3-15 shows how often a significant class was reactivated as a function of the total
number of classes. The data are collected during the same experiment as described above. The descend-
ing lines in the diagram show that classifiers containing too many classes are less efficient. The reason
is that these classes are too specific for a special input vector and therefore not reliable enough to recog-
nize a noisy landmark.

Fig. 3-15: The reactivation of significant classes is better for small neural networks

3.5.3 Class distribution in the input space

Increasing the number and types of classifying systems gives a more reliable characterization of the
environment. Each classifier has an other way to separate clusters from each other. The different types
of cluster shapes showed in fig. 3-16 increase the probability that all significant features of the environ-
ment are reliably enclosed. The cluster distribution showed in fig. 3-16 was generated by the classifiers
applied in the simulator, but processing artificially generated two dimensional random values. This was
necessary in order to present the distribution characteristics on a two dimensional figure.

It is interesting to mention, that the Fuzzy ART region marked by A and B in fig. 3-16 belongs to the
same class, in spite of their very different places. This shows that a significant class could be put into a
much larger region of another class without splitting it up.
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
Fig. 3-16: Different cluster shapes for a 2D input space

3.5.4 Representing the environment by classes

Fig. 3-17 shows how the produced classes (black traces) represent the environment consisting of walls
(squares ) and light sources (crosses ). The simulated environment produced about 19% good
classes (a, b), 33% risky classes (c), 12% too large classes (d, e) and 36% unsuitable classes (f). Only
classes of type a, b and c were used to create landmarks in order to recalibrate the robot’s odometry
error. We can make the more precise following comments about these classes:

• a) A just perfect class: Small and unique, perfect for position recalibration.
• b) A usable but large class, produced probably by the walls on both sides of the robot.
• c) Small but scattered class representing a risk of confusion during assignment of a position.
• d) Too large class, produced by the light source, unusable for odometry calibration.
• e) Too large class produced by the camera seeing a special obstacle constellation in front of the robot.
• f) Too large and too distributed class. 

Fig. 3-17: Different environment representation by classes

Fuzzy ART Growing K-means

Prototype of the enclosed cluster Prototype hidden by another cluster

B

A

a) Perfect class b) Good class but very large c) Good class but risk of

d) Unsuitable class, too large e) Unsuitable class, too large f) Unsuitable class, too distributed

position assignment
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Classes become landmarks
3.6 Classes become landmarks

During the robot’s mobility, each classifier produces a stream of classes. It is almost impossible to
link classes directly to significant robot situations because the classes are too sensitive to signal noise or
minor changes of the environment. Therefore we combine several classes from all class streams
together into a new unity called landmark. Fig. 3-18 illustrates how to make this class combination.

Fig. 3-18: Combining three class streams into a landmark

The statistical module already mentioned (see section 3.2.3 "Algorithm overview") selects a signifi-
cant class from all class streams. This class becomes the “kernel” of the future landmark (illustrated as
class number eight in the example above). The kernel will be surrounded by fifteen former and fifteen
future classes of the same class stream. In addition, the chronological identical class stream of the other
classes are merged into the same landmark as well.

A landmark is a significant class combined with its adjacent classes thus increasing the uniqueness of
a landmark and decreasing the risk of confusion. Additionally a landmark contains some further infor-
mation such as the estimated robot position, time, direction, etc. Our simulated robot environment con-
tains about 300 landmarks. However, only a few will be used regularly. Fig 3-19 illustrates “in reality”
how a landmark is created by one or several significant classes and its surrounding “normal” classes.

Fig. 3-19: A landmark is a significant class combined with the adjacent classes
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.7 Landmark comparison by Levenshtein Distance

Landmarks (a set of classes) created by a robot at the same position and in equivalent circumstances
are rarely identical; they always differ by some entries: some former classes may be missing, new ones
may have been added.

A powerful algorithm for string comparison is needed which can handle such missing and additional
entries in a string. The problem is similar to a database engine searching entries by an approximate key-
word. For instant, the keyword “color” should also find entries containing the word “colour”, even if the
string itself is almost completely different. The Weighted Levenshtein Distance (WLD) developed in the
seventies by V.I. Levenshtein [Levenshtein V.I., 1975] is a widely used algorithm to compare two
strings of discrete elements in a tolerant way.

3.7.1 Introduction

The Levenshtein Distance (LD) is a distance measurement of two discrete string elements for example
the string A=“ec” and B=“fc”. The LD of A and B is defined as the minimum number of editing opera-
tion needed to convert string A into string B by using the following three operations:

• Deleting of an element.
• Insertion of an element.
• Substitution of an element.

In our example, the LD of string A=”ec” and string B=”fc” is 1 (one substitution of the first element).
The LD can be evaluated by a dynamic programming algorithm, see [Reuhkala E., 1983].

The Weighted Levenshtein Distance (WLD) is a generalization of the unweighted Levenshtein Dis-
tance (LD) which additionally assigns a cost to each operation. The WLD is defined as the minimum
total cost required to convert string A into string B and can be evaluated using the same dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm as for the LD.

3.7.2 Recursive mathematical definition

The WLD algorithm (see eq. 3-1) was mainly used for speech processing and molecular biology. Gen-
erally, the WLD algorithm can be used to compare strings of discrete elements in a tolerant way, for
example to look up words in a database by slightly derivating key words. The following discussion
explains the general algorithm. Let’s call the two strings a and b with the length of i and j, so the WLD
can be defined in the following recursive manner:

xn: The first n elements of the chain x
x[n]: The nth element of the chain x
costdel: Deletion cost of an element
costins: Insertion cost of an element
costsub: Substitution cost of an element

The WLD is defined as the minimum total cost required to convert string a into string b by using dele-

L ai b j( , ) min

L ai 1– b j( , ) costdel+

L ai b j 1–( , ) costins+

L ai 1– b j 1–( , )
0          if a i[ ] b j[ ]=

costsub if a i[ ]   b j[ ]≠



+








= (Eq. 3-1)
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Landmark comparison by Levenshtein Distance
tion, insertion and substitution. The recursion is completed by adding the value specified in eq. 3-2, if at
least one string becomes empty.

This recursive formulation is a very long calculation because every operation will cause three sub-
operations. Fig. 3-20 shows the combination tree needed to compare two strings containing each two
characters. The tree shows that there are 13 different combinations of deletion, insertion and substitu-
tion to proceed until one string gets empty.

Fig. 3-20: Combination tree to compare two strings with each two characters

Table 3-1 shows in the general manner the number of comparisons required to compare two strings of
equal length n (the case n=2 correspond to fig. 3-20):

It can be seen that the recursive implementation is unsuitable for long strings. The reason is that the
calculation expenditure grows by the power of three for each new element in the string. For instance,
the Levenshtein Distance L(ai-1,bj-1) is calculated three times. The first time directly on the first recur-
sion level and a second time on each following level after a deletion followed by an insertion or after an
insertion followed by a deletion.

string length n number of comparison c

1 3
Approximations:

2 13

3 63

4 321

5 1’683

6 8’989

7 48’639

8 265’729

9 1’462’563

10 8’097’453

Table 3-1: Number of comparison required for the recursive definition and it’s approximation
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.7.3 Flat implementation of the LD

The recursive definition of the LD is intuitive, but too costly for an implementation. In fact, there
exists only (i+1) times (j+1) different combinations for the string ai and bj. Therefore, the problem can
be represented by a matrix of i+1 columns and j+1 rows (see table 3-2). Each cell contains the Levensh-
tein Distance of the string part corresponding to the column and row index.

The value of all cells in the first row (i=0) and the first column (j=0) can be calculated by the termina-
tion condition (see eq. 3-2):

From now on, every upper left free cell can be calculated by eq. 3-1 with the following replacements:

L(ai-1,bj) is the value over the cell
L(ai,bj-1) is the value left of the cell
L(ai-1,bj-1) is the value in the diagonal upper left cell

The final Levenshtein distance can be found after calculating every cell in the right under cell (grey
result cell).

Note: To make global string shifts invariant, the LD algorithm can be changed so that deletion and
insertion cost zero at the beginning and at the end of the strings.

3.7.4 Code example for WLD

The following algorithm may be used for the computation of the WLD. String A will be transformed
into string B using the matrix M (flat implementation). The weights are shown as functions, thus
d(A(3)) denotes the “cost” of deleting the third character 3 of string A, i(..) denotes the insertion cost
and r(A(i),B(j)) denotes the cost to replace the character i in string A with the character j in string B.
The unweighted Levenshtein distance (LD) is a special case with r(...)=d(...)=i(...)=1.

/* Algorithm Weighted Levenshtein Distance */
begin
M(0,0):=0;
for x:=1 step 1 until length(A) do M(x,0):=M(x-1,0  )+d(A(x));
for y:=1 step 1 until length(A) do M(0,y):=M(0  ,y-1)+i(B(y));

for x:=1 step 1 until length(A) do
  for y:=1 step 1 until length(B) do
  begin
    m1:=M(x-1,y-1)+r(A(x),B(y));
    m2:=M(x-1,y  )+d(A(x)     );
    m3:=M(  i,y-1)+i(     B(y));
    M(x,y):=min(m1,m2,m3);
  end
WLD:=M(length(A),length(B));
end

0 1 2 ... j

0 0 1 2 ... j

1 1

2 2

... ...

i i result

Table 3-2: First setting up of the LD table containing up to now only the termination value (see eq. 3-2)
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Landmark comparison by Levenshtein Distance
3.7.5 Graphical example

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the Levenshtein Distance algorithm, a short example1 will be
shown. We want to calculate the distance between the word “STEPHAN” and “STEFANIE”.

First, we can fill the first row (string length =0) and the first column (string length =0) with the values
corresponding to the condition specified in eq. 3-2. After that the other cells can be calculated corre-
sponding to eq. 3-1, starting with the upper left free cell. It is useful to mark each cell which case of
eq. 3-1 was used (ins, del, rep, eq=equal). This can be used later to reconstruct the shortest operation
chain. Table 3-3 shows the complete resulting matrix. The lower right cell (highlighted) shows the
result of 4 operations.

To identify the minimal operation steps to go from “STEPHAN” to “STEFANIE”, we start on the
right lower cell and search the cheapest way through the matrix to the left upper cell. “Cheap” means to
follow the preceding cell along with the smallest distance value. The resulting path is highlighted in
table 3-3.

The result can be read by following the highlighted path from the left upper cell to the right under cell.
Cells marked by [eq] has to be ignored, so you get the following operation chain:

• Step 1, table position [4,3]: Delete the ‘P’ in “STEPHAN”
• Step 2, table position [5,4]: Replace the ‘H’ of “STEPHAN” by a ‘F’
• Step 3, table position [7,7]: Insert an ‘I’
• Step 4, table position [7,8]: Insert an ‘E’

Some very nice Levenshtein simulators on the WEB are cited in the Appendix on page 86.

3.7.6 Calculation of substitution cost

The explained WLD algorithm was slightly enlarged to better fit the demanded task. The substitution
cost (costsub) is taken as a constant value in the original WLD algorithm. Because of the high sensitivity
of the unsupervised classifier, even close events will be declared by different class numbers, which sup-
press any relationship between these two classes from the WLD algorithm. Therefore the substitution
cost (costsub) is calculated by measuring the euclidean distance of the two concerned classes in the sen-
sor input space. The class numbers are not used in this calculation, since they are chosen arbitrarily and
contain no distance information.

1. The example was inspired by http://www.media-eng.bielefeld.com/~mlab/hholzgra/fh_diplom

(length) (0) S (1) T (2) E (3) F (4) A (5) N (6) I (7) E (8)

(0) 0 [eq ] 1 [ins] 2 [ins] 3 [ins] 4 [ins] 5 [ins] 6 [ins] 7 [ins] 8 [ins]

S (1) 1 [del] 0 [eq ] 1 [ins] 2 [ins] 3 [ins] 4 [ins] 5 [ins] 6 [ins] 7 [ins]

T (2) 2 [del] 1 [del] 0 [eq ] 1 [ins] 2 [ins] 3 [ins] 4 [ins] 5 [ins] 6 [ins]

E (3) 3 [del] 2 [del] 1 [del] 0 [eq ] 1 [ins] 2 [ins] 3 [ins] 4 [ins] 5 [ins]

P (4) 4 [del] 3 [del] 2 [del] 1 [del] 1 [rep] 2 [rep] 3 [rep] 4 [rep] 5 [rep]

H (5) 5 [del] 4 [del] 3 [del] 2 [del] 2 [rep] 2 [rep] 3 [rep] 4 [rep] 5 [rep]

A (6) 6 [del] 5 [del] 4 [del] 3 [del] 3 [rep] 2 [eq ] 3 [rep] 4 [rep] 5 [rep]

N (7) 7 [del] 6 [del] 5 [del] 4 [del] 4 [rep] 3 [del] 2 [eq ] 3 [ins] 4 [ins]

Table 3-3: Levenshtein distance table for the word “STEPHAN” and “STEFANIE”
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3.7.7 Recognizing identical landmarks by WLD

A freshly received landmark will be compared with landmarks which only contain the same signifi-
cant class. Fig 3-21 shows the sensor signals produced by two different classifiers (I and II). The classi-
fier II discovers a trigger class #2 (framed with a bold rectangle), which even appears twice by chance.
All class streams (I and II) of the same time sequence are compared with the corresponding class
streams of other landmarks already stored which contain the same significant class (#2). The example
in fig. 3-21 shows three suitable landmarks (A, B and C) which are already stored in memory. The sim-
ilarity of class streams is measured by the WLD.

Fig. 3-21: Landmark comparison by analyzing all class streams
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Landmark comparison by Levenshtein Distance
Result of the three landmarks comparison:

• Landmark A was generated due to the same trigger class (#2). However, almost every classes in the
class stream are different (white number on black background) indicating a completely dissimilar
landmark.

• The landmark B is different as well (mainly because of class stream I). This can happen, if the sen-
sors-group, analyzed by classifier II, is not sensitive for a specific dissimilarity. That's why several
class streams are analyzed independently.

• Landmark C is determined as identical to the received landmark, because all class streams are suffi-
ciently similar.

3.7.8 Estimated robot position supports landmark recognition

The presented Levenshtein distance recognizes landmarks very reliable, even if some classes are
missing or added. However, similar environments produce similar classes and therefore similar land-
marks which could confuse later processing. Thus the assumed robot position becomes relevant if the
Levenshtein algorithm identifies several matching landmarks. The conditions to appoint a matching
landmark depends therefore on the Levenshtein distance dlev and the estimated position difference ddist.
Each distance is a dimension of a two dimensional space and the final difference is the scalar distance
between the investigated landmark and zero (see fig. 3-22). A new landmark will be generated if no
landmark inside a certain threshold can be found.

Fig. 3-22: Similarities of landmarks depend on Levenshtein distance and position error
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3.8 Constraining robot movements

An autonomous robot moving without any strategy in a two dimensional space will not find enough
landmarks to calibrate its odometry. Some hints could help to take advantage of available landmarks.
Steering the robot actively to landmarks requires knowledge about the characteristics of the sensor sys-
tems, knowledge about the landmarks and the direction/distance of landmarks/obstacles. The robot
doesn’t possess this information, so an active steering system cannot be implemented in this way.

A possible solution for a steering system is to let the robot be attracted by any “interesting” signal
event. “Interesting” means stimulating; the short range distance sensor of the robot supplies only inter-
esting information, if the robot is close to an obstacle. This signal can be used in a fitness function to
train a NN for a “wall following behavior”. In the same way, the camera supplies only interesting infor-
mation if the robot heads to an object presenting sufficient contrast. This signal can be used in a NN fit-
ness function to visit edges and objects.

The fitness function can be described as following:

A The robot has to move (cover a certain trajectory over time). This excludes stops, turning on the 
spot and bumping into obstacles.

B Any kind of active sensor event produces a positive feedback. This has basically two effects:
B1: The robot is attracted by walls and obstacles, through the short range distance sensors.
B2: The robot is attracted by obstacles (in general contours) located in the view of the camera.

The rules B1 and B2 are contradictory because the robot has to give up the wall (or obstacle) attrac-
tion to aim an object (or contour) in the free space. Therefore the rules for B1 and B2 cannot be com-
bined in the same fitness function and have to be used separately to train for instance two different NNs.
The NNs are applied randomly, influenced by the presence of walls and contours. However, at this time
the NN was not implemented but the expected result was programmed to save time for more important
parts of this experiment.

Combining these behaviors allows the robot to explore the environment by following interesting stim-
uli as shown in fig. 3-23.

Fig. 3-23: Robot path attracted by walls and contours

The expected result by combining these behaviors is shown by gray lines in fig. 3-23. The robot
explores the environment by following interesting stimuli. Thanks to the camera, it can even overcome
empty areas to reach other objects.

= Edges which represent significant targets for the camera
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3.9 Introduction to concepts

For us humans it is normally not very difficult to become familiar with a new environment. We scan it
for objects and remember their spatial relationships. When explaining the route to a tourist, we link suc-
cessive objects (bridges, monuments, etc.) with spatial information (left, facing, 50 feet, etc.). Of
course, what is a striking object depends on our perception. Living in a different sensory world, a dog
would rather select odor traces than monuments. Because of its different sensor ability, a dog “sees” its
environment differently and therefore it uses different concepts. A real outdoor environment offers a
huge quantity of information like colors, compass-direction, light, distance, etc. Human beings and
superior animals (agents) are able to process this flood of information and abstract concepts like door,
road and object, which are used to handle the environment on a higher level. Thus, the concepts depend
strongly on the task and the sensor abilities and are therefore different for humans, animals and robots.

The Webster1 defines a concept as follows:

A concept is the collection of objects and other entities that are assumed to exist in some area
of interest and the relationships that hold among them. A conceptualization is an abstract, sim-
plified view of the world that we wish to represent. For example, we may conceptualize a family
as the set of names, sexes and the relationships of the family members. Choosing a conceptual-
ization is the first stage of knowledge representation.

A short definition for robot application could be:

Organization and interpretation of the robot’s sensory input in a way suitable for its capabili-
ties and requirements.

The application of concepts is not new [Pfeifer R., 1996], [Scheier Ch., 1996] and many recognition
algorithms (specially in Artificial Intelligence) leave the creation of concepts to the machine in order to
increase the flexibility and to reduce pre-wired and therefore unsuitable influences by the designer. But
automatic concept creation is normally applied on quite a high abstraction level, for example to recog-
nize objects or situations, based on sensor and status information which are preprocessed in a more con-
ventional manner. Such preprocessing always leads to a loss of information which could be important
and therefore reduces the power of automatic concept creation.

The concepts in this paper are based on landmarks, which are created without any model or specific
preprocessing, which make the concept very adaptive to the environment. Therefore the automatic con-
cept creation depends on the raw sensor signals [Kuipers B., 1997]. Ideally, such a system should be
completely sensor-independent and free of any preprocessing. Of course, this is a quite theoretical con-
sideration and some minimal preprogrammed functions like constant speed and constrained robot
movement have to be implemented. However, we want to investigate the limitations of such a method
for automatic sensor concept creation and see how close an experiment can approach this theoretical,
ideal case.

The following section shows the dependencies of automatic concept creation:

1. FOLDOC (Free On-Line Dictionary Of Computing): http://wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk
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3.9.1 Concept quality depending on frequency

The object’s frequency is important to define concepts. Fig. 3-24 shows a scout looking for a mail box
in a town. He will use significant objects like trees and churches as a concept to find his way again. On
the other hand, the same scout looking for his tent in a forest will not use trees but houses as a concept.
It is interesting to note that an empty space like a clearing can also be a significant concept.

Fig. 3-24: Object’s frequency influences the concept’s quality

3.9.2 Concept quality depending on the sensor ability

Different sensor abilities influence the concept as well. A blind person uses mainly his tactile capabil-
ities and the surrounding noise to orientate in a environment. They are normally much better developed
than the tactile capability of “normal” persons, of which orientation is based mainly on vision. There-
fore, the concepts of the environment can be very different depending on the sensor’s ability.

Fig. 3-25 shows a Roman and a dog (agents) observing the same monument. They link different con-
cepts to the monument due to different sensor abilities.

Fig. 3-25: Different concepts for the same object depending on the sensor ability
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3.10 Landmarks become places

Landmark recognition can be done without any knowledge about sensor and environment and is very
useful for sporadic odometry correction every time a landmark appears. However, landmark recognition
is not a reliable reproducible process. Small change in the environment or a robot trajectory drift can
disable or regenerate a landmark. That’s not bad because the new landmark will be rediscovered next
time and is therefore useful for odometry correction. On the other hand, reliable navigation and path
planing is not possible due to the unstable detection of landmarks.

A further abstraction level called places has to be introduced. A place has to be recognized if the robot
is close to it, even if some containing landmarks are not detected. Landmark and place recognition have
the following different characteristics:

• The spatial position of classes inside the landmarks is decisive in order to use landmarks for odometry
correction.

• The temporarily succession of landmarks inside the places is decisive in order to rediscover the same
place, even if some landmarks are missing or shifted.

3.10.1 Recognizing places from the landmark stream

A place is defined by a spatial accumulation of landmarks and represents therefore a significant robot
position (e.g. corner, narrow corridor or rare optical event). The landmark position is defined relative to
the position inside the place. Fig. 3-26 shows a robot’s path producing 12 landmarks (small rectangle).
The corner groups 5 landmarks into a place A. In the same way, the rising light (hidden behind a bend)
groups 4 landmarks to a place B.

Fig. 3-26: Accumulations of landmarks become places
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3.11 Place identification by Markov Chain

It is evident that a place (that is a sequence of landmarks) offers a better guarantee of proper identifi-
cation than just one landmark. However, landmark sequences of the same place (Splace) always differ
due to the drift of a robot’s trajectory. The experiment shows that only some subparts of the sequence
stay identical, but their associated position may also have drifted. The Weighted Levenshtein Distance
cannot distinguish between missing and shifted landmarks and is therefore unsuitable for place recogni-
tion.

Markov chains are a better tool to recognize sequences because they are sensitive to landmark transi-
tions and not to their position in the sequence. So it is probable that a place corresponding to a sequence
of landmarks can be deduced. Fig. 3-27 shows a short overview of the Markov chain theory (see also
[Collins L, 1975] and [Ross S. M., 1997]).

Fig. 3-27: Definition of First Order Markov Chain

Markov chain is an efficient and elegant tool for describing and analyzing any kind of probabilistic
changes of state. Markov models which describe the changes can also be used to forecast future states.
The basic concept of Markov chain is best explained by a short example.

3.11.1 Concept of probability

In our real world, we often attach a probability to the occurrence of every event. There is a probability
that an airplane will crash or that I will win the main prize in the lottery this year. For most course of
action we must assume or estimate the probability of such events. Thus in the case of airplanes, insur-
ance companies need to know the probability of such events in order to charge the right rate to their
customers. In case of wrong probability estimation, the company will either go bankrupt or it will
charge rates of such high value that its clients will seek insurance coverage elsewhere.

Moreover, insurance companies also need to predict the probability of such events in the future to
adopt the rates as early as possible. This change of probability can be predicted by a Markov model.
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3.11.2 A simple Markov model

Information relating to the observed probabilities of past trends can be organized into a matrix which
is the basic framework of a Markov model. I would like to use an example found in “Models of the evo-
lution of spatial patterns in human geography” [Harvey D., 1967] which uses the probabilities of
inhabitant movement between London city, its suburbs and the surrounding country between 1950 and
1960. The inhabitant movement (transition) during these ten years can be described in the following
table (see fig. 3-28).

The three locations in this matrix forms the states of the model and each element the transition value
(probability of moving from one state to any other state). Therefore we assume that of all the people liv-
ing in London in 1950, 60% were still in London in 1960, 30% had moved to the suburbs and 10% had
moved to the country. Thus, each row of the matrix, unlike the columns, sums to 100%. So the transi-
tion matrix describes the probability of movement from one state to any other state during a specified or
discrete time interval (10 years). Let us further assume that 50% of the total population of the three
states lives in London, 30% in the suburbs and 20% in the country. This leads to the following initial
state:

The initial state vector  refers to the state of the system in 1950.  would refer to the state of the
system in 1960,  to 1970 and so on. Using theorems of matrix algebra we can obtain  by multiply-
ing the initial state vector  by  so that

Thus, in 1960, 44% of the habitants of the three states will live in London, 32% in the suburbs and
24% in the country. We assume that the transition probabilities  and the total population in the three
states remains stable during the following 10 years. So we can calculate the population in 1970 .

Note that between 1950 and 1960 the suburban proportion increased from 30% to 32% but in the next
decade declined to 31.6%.

London Suburbs Country

London 0.6 0.3 0.1

Suburbs 0.2 0.5 0.3

Country 0.4 0.1 0.5

Fig. 3-28: Transition probability matrix [T] of English inhabitants
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3.11.3 Implementation of Place recognition by Markov Chain

Each place is represented by a ergodic1 transition matrix:

The size N of the matrix is fixed and defined by the number of different landmarks. Each cell contains
the probability of transition from landmark i to landmark j. Remember that each row of the matrix sums
to 1.0. Each new landmark sequence Snew has to be compared with all transition matrixes Mk (repre-
senting places). The following equation calculates the index w of the transition matrix Mw representing
the most probable place for Snew:

Bayes transformation allows to calculate the posteriori probability  from the likelihood
:

The probability that Mk contains the sequence Snew is identical for every k, because new sequences
have are by default independent to all existing place matrixes. Therefore P(Mk) is constant for all k.
P(Snew) is independent of k and can therefore be ignored as well. So w can be calculated as following:

The winning transition matrix Mw represents the place with the highest probability of belonging to
place Snew. Real correspondence has to be verified by a normalized score L(Snew, w) which has to be
over the threshold T:

The new sequence Snew corresponds to the winner place Mw if the normalized score exceeds the
threshold T, otherwise a new place Mnew will be added to the database. The threshold T of about 0.008
was found empirically.

1. Ergodic relates to a process in which a sequence or sizable sample is equally representative of the 
whole (as in regard to a statistical parameter), involving or relating to the probability that any state 
will recur, especially having zero probability that any state will never recur.
Ref: http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/ASC/ERGODIC.html
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In contrast to the posteriori probability , the likelihood  can easily be calculated
as following:

 is an element of the Markov matrix indicated by the xth and yth element of the landmark
sequence string Snew. It is obvious, that the multiplication results in a very low number which could
become very close to the computer’s capacity. So it is advantageous to use the following equation to
implement the normalized score L(Snew, w):

After finding the winning transition matrix index w, we have to integrate the landmark sequence string
Snew into the Markov matrix Mw. This can be done by incrementing the corresponding matrix cell by a
value (i.e. ) followed by a normalization to satisfy the row sum of 1. The comparison of places can
also directly be done using the corresponding Markov matrix. See also Duda & Hart on page 349 for
further explanations [Duda & Hart, 1973]. The following equation delivers the index w of the nearest
Markov Matrix to Mnew out of all the examined Markov Matrix Mk.
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3.12 What’s the difference between Levenshtein and Markov?

Markov chains and Levenshtein distance are used in this thesis to measure the distances between two
strings. However, they have very different characteristics because of there individual mathematical
background which is the reason to apply both algorithm independently.

The table 3-4 shows five different cases of string matching performed by Levenshtein and Markov
algorithms. Each case is proceeded by Levenshtein and Markov and is described in two boxes. The
upper box explains the operation done by the algorithm independent of the task. The lower box
(framed) explains the consequences depending on the task and is shaded if the consequences have a
negative effect.

It can be seen, that both algorithms complement one another very well. There are only a few cases in
which the algorithm does not suit the demands.

String manipulation Levenshtein Distance Markov Chain

Missing element
Each former B element has to be 
replaced by an A or C element.

This replacement will generate a
high Levenshtein distance.

=> HIGH difference

The new transition A->C was unknown 
and produce therefore a negative effect. 

However, the extended A and C ele-
ments have no important effect.

=> LOW difference
DESIRED! Missing and deformed 

classes makes the landmark “fuzzy” and 
unsuitable for position calibration.

DESIRED! Missing landmarks can
happen and should not harm

the place recognition.

Added element
A part of the A and B element have to 

be replaced by the elements X.
This replacement will generate a

high Levenshtein distance.
=> HIGH difference

Adding a new elements X leads to a new 
A->X and X->B transition and several 

new and therefore punishing
X->X transitions

=> HIGH difference
DESIRED! New and deformed

classes makes the landmark “fuzzy” and 
unsuitable for position calibration..

NOT DESIRED! Adding one new 
landmark to a place could happen and 
should not harm the place recognition.

Element oscillation
An unstable element oscillating 

between two states generates always a 
high distance and cannot be learned by 

the Levenshtein algorithm.
=> HIGH difference

A Markov chain is able to store several 
transition chains which connects ele-
ment A and C. So unstable elements 

have no punishing effect.
=> LOW difference

NOT DESIRED! Class oscillation due 
to unsuitable classification can happen.

DESIRED! Single landmark oscillation 
should not harm place recognition.

Shifting element The second part of the A element has to 
be replaced by elements B which will 
produce a high Levenshtein distance.

=> HIGH difference

The shrank A element and the extended 
B elements have no important effect and 

produces no new transitions.
=> LOW difference

DESIRED! Shifted classes make land-
mark unusable for position calibration.

DESIRED! Shifted landmark positions 
should not harm place recognition.

Noise influence Single different elements (noise) 
doesn’t influence the Levenshtein dis-

tance in an important manner.
=> LOW difference

Noise (even of short time) produce a lot 
of new transitions (A->N, N->B and 

several N->N) increasing the distance.
=> HIGH difference

DESIRED! Noisy classes doesn’t harm 
the position of a landmark

DESIRED! Several new landmarks 
(noise) indicates different places

Table 3-4: Different characteristics for Levenshtein and Markov algorithm
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3.13 Places become a map

The robot’s position has to be matched with a map in order to execute a purposeful task. There are
many different kinds of maps [Devy M., 1995] [Kampmann P., 1991] [Knieriemen T., 1991]. One
approach is to project the environment on an already existing map in order to recognize the position by
different matching algorithms [Piaget J., 1970] [Kurz A., 1994]. Another way is to project the environ-
ment on a topological map (cognitive map [Mataric M., 1990]), which does not contain the cartesian
position, but a perception of the objects and how to find the way from one object to another.

This is also our approach. Maps are linked together in a topological map. Each link means an experi-
ence’s trajectory to travel from one place to another. The robot recognizes its position by comparing its
actual place with the places stored in the map. The estimated robot’s position (by odometry) is only
used to distinguish several identical places in the map.

The environment showed in fig. 3-33 generates about 40 places. Fig 3-29 shows some of the most
important places which are sometimes overlapped. Place recognition is very reliable. They never get
mixed up. However, places are sometimes not recognized due to too few landmarks.

Fig. 3-29: Typical distribution of the most important places

As already mentioned, each place is linked with all reachable neighboring places. These links contain
distance and direction information which allows to go from one place to another until the destination is
reached. This network of links may be slightly distorted from reality and does not represent the environ-
ment true to scale. However, traveling from place to place is possible and should be largely sufficient
for navigation. Fig. 3-30 shows how a real place distribution (left image) is projected in the robot’s
memory (right image).

Fig. 3-30: Distorted representation of the environment
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3.14 Algorithm controlling

Fig. 3-31 gives an overview about the interconnections of the different levels and the processing order
divided into phases.

Fig. 3-31: Complete algorithm divided into levels and temporal phases
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Algorithm controlling
3.14.1 Interconnections between the different levels

The raw sensor signals are classified and examined for significant classes which are used to initiate
landmarks. They are stored on the landmark level including the robot’s estimated position. In case of
reactivation of the same landmark, this mentioned position is used to calibrate the robot’s odometry.

An accumulation of several landmarks (see A, B, C) define a place (ZA). Place recognition is done by
Markov chain (see chapter 3.11 "Place identification by Markov Chain", page 66) and therefore more
efficient because recognition does not depend on reliable recognition of a single landmark. The place
position corresponds to the average landmark position and is therefore not stable. It is only used to indi-
cate the approximate spatial relationship between places. These relationships (links) are stored in the
connection level and represent experienced trajectory between places.

This step by step learning, proceeding through interactions between an agent and its environment, and
leading to increased performances, is akin to the development of intelligence in infants, such as
described by the psychologist Jean Piaget [Piaget J., 1970]. Corresponding to this, the levels used in
this experiment can be compared with the classification in biology. The following comparison gives an
idea of the system similarity without claiming a real dependence:

• In the “exploration-phase”, the preprocessing part of nerve signals adapts to the capacity of the sen-
sor. This means, for example, that the preprocessing part of the eyes can recognize a straight line,
even if the picture on the retina is far away from a straight line. This adaptation of the visual prepro-
cessing part is very flexible, so turning over the visual view by wearing special glasses will be com-
pensated.

• In the “coordination-phase” sequences or dependences on events will be recognized in a fortuitous
manner. For example, the ability to touch and feel obstacles demands coordination of action and per-
ception which will be learned from experiences. 

• In the “strategy-phase” the learned sequences will be linked together in order to reach an aim. For
example, the learned ability to control the movement of legs will be combined in order to walk, or in
order to grasp an object, the hand, arm and body have to move together.

Of course, this division of the learning strategy is very abstract and cannot be observed in nature in
such a divided way.
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3.14.2 Learning phases

Acquiring “classes”, “landmarks” and “places” while exploring randomly the environment cannot be
done simultaneously; it implies a three-phase strategy of which timing is shown in fig. 3-32. Their start-
ing are shifted and they never completely stop.

Fig. 3-32: Transition of the learning phases

The meaning of the phases is explained below. Please refer to fig. 3-31 for better understanding:

1) In the exploration phase, the robot moves aimlessly in its environment, gaining experience about its 
sensors. The signal events (see Sensor A-C in fig. 3-31) are classified and most landmarks are cre-
ated. The classifiers (consisting of several neural networks) become more and more rigid, which 
stabilizes the classes in the sensor input space. After a certain time, the classes are rigid enough to 
allow the coordination phase to be started. However, the robot will never completely quit the explo-
ration phase in order to stay adaptive to new nonclassified sensor events.

2) In the coordination phase, accumulated landmarks are grouped into places (in fig. 3-31 landmarks 
I, J, K and R become place Zc). During this phase, the mutual positions of landmarks inside the 
same place become stabilized, independently of the global place position itself. A typical place 
contains about 20 landmarks, but only about 5 are discovered for each pass. As before, the coordi-
nation phase will never completely quit so that the robot can stay adaptive to future landmark 
changes.

3) In the linking phase, the places are linked together, which creates a topological map. The links 
results from the allowed movements of the robot (see chapter 3.8 "Constraining robot movements", 
page 62). Each link contains a weight, which is reinforced after each use. These reinforced links 
allows to predict a future place and is an indicator for the reliability of the robot’s odometry.

ti

phase intensity
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link phase
coordination phase

never zero
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3.15 Experimental results

This section describes the experiment results of this chapter obtained.

3.15.1 Landmark distribution

The described algorithm was tested on a simulated robot environment containing static obstacles (see
fig. 3-33). The freedom is reduced to some paths showed by gray lines in the sketch on the right side.
During this constrained movement about 150 landmarks are extracted from the camera, compass and
distance sensor signals. The reason why some spots are chosen as landmarks is not always intuitive for
a human. Some of them were generated as the robot was located in corners which activated more dis-
tance sensors than usual. Others were generated by the appearance of objects in the camera view.

Sometimes the opposite question comes up. Why is this position not recognized as a landmark? The
reason therefore is often an unsuitable sensor which is not able to recognize the for human so obvious
stimulus. This unsimilar world representation confirms the striven aim to take fully advantage of the
robot’s sensor ability unconsidering the human world representation. On the other hand, communica-
tion with the robot (i.e. task order) can not be performed if there is no minimal common language
(world representation). It seems, that the robot needs a certain minimal supervisor for landmark defini-
tion in order to establish a common definition for communication between these two worlds.

Fig. 3-33: Robot environment with all created landmarks from all classes

Fig. 3-33 shows all significant classes used by all landmarks (which can contain several landmarks)
and gives therefore an overview which kind of situation the robot judge as interesting. Fig. 3-19 on
page 55 shows significant classes as filled circles, which correspond to the  in figure fig. 3-33 above.
The reason for the occasionally high concentration is that several classifiers produce a significant class
at the same time (or just one behind the other), which will lead to one landmark, but however produces
the overcrowd representation. Each landmark is stored with an associated estimated position which will
be used to calibrate the robot position while it is running. Every time the robot rediscovers a landmark
on a plausible position, it corrects its odometry, setting it to the position which was associated to the
landmark. The result is an odometry error which it will not cross over a certain boundary.

Significant classes

Obstacles

Paths used
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
3.15.2 Odometry error correction

This subsection shows the efficiency of the odometry error correction. The lower, filled graph in
fig. 3-34 shows the absolute odometry error (maximum peak is about a third of the robot’s diameter).
There is always a small absolute position error which never exceeds a certain limit if regularly some
landmarks can be found. This limit describes the minimal distance between two identical landmarks
and is an estimated parameter of about half the robot’s diameter. The upper graph shows the correction
made by the rediscovered landmarks (same scale). Every positive peak of the curve means a right iden-
tification and therefore decreases the odometry error. Notice that there are also wrongly identified land-
marks indicated by negative peaks. The reason for such faulty updates are several identical landmarks
inside the described minimal distance. Such mistakes increase the odometry error, but they are quickly
compensated.

Fig. 3-34: Stabilized error due to landmark synchronization

3.15.3 Place production

Fig. 3-35 shows the number of places as a function of calculation iterations (1000 iterations per unit
corresponds to about one minute). It can bee seen that the number of places first grows fast and then
becomes more and more flat. Place production will never completely stop. Due to the absence of a
supervising model, noise and sensor errors can always be interpreted as a new landmark which can lead
to a new place.

The growing number of landmarks can be compensated by two different methods:

• The first method consists in freezing the classifier which stabilized the learned landmarks. However,
there is a risk of freezing the classifier too early which makes any future learning impossible. Another
disadvantage is that this approach excludes dynamical environments as well.

• Another method is to use “garbage collection”, which means erasing old landmark entries. This
approach avoids the problems mentioned above, but demands an extensive data management (see
chapter 4 "Discussion and conclusion").
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Fig. 3-35: Place evolution in time

3.15.4 Structured environment

The algorithm works quite well in disordered environments, due to the (often unique) diversity of the
sensor input. On the other hand, the information variance of structured environments is often too little
to guarantee a reliable operation of the algorithm. Fig. 3-36 shows the class production of a structured
environment which contains almost as many classes as shown in fig. 3-33. However, they are of worse
quality. The reason therefore is that the structured environment contains many rightangle corners,
which make their corresponding class no longer significant and will hardly ever be used as landmark.
Therefore, the classes located close to corners (see fig. 3-36) represent slight deviations of the “typical”
corner class, this means they are slightly changed by noise and other influences.

Fig. 3-36: Structured environment leads to little and less reliable class production 
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Chapter 3: Unsupervised Passive Positioning System (UPPS)
The recognition of such classes is therefore less reliable, affecting the landmark and the place recog-
nition algorithm. Fig. 3-37 shows the efficiency of the odometry error correction algorithm for a struc-
tured environment (compare to fig. 3-34). The lower graph indicates the absolute position error and the
upper graph the correction made by landmark recognition.

A positive peak of one horizontal line unit means a recognition of a “good” landmark decreasing the
odometry error; a negative deflection indicates the recognition of a “bad” landmark which increases the
odometry error. It can be observed, that there are noticeable less correction events than compared to
fig. 3-34.

After a certain time, the odometry error exceeds the limit of one robot diameter due to missing land-
marks. No further corrections can be proceeded because rediscovered “good” landmarks, with an
assumed distance of more than one robot diameter, are pronounced as unlikely and therefore ignored.
The system lost its position and needs to be externally calibrated.

Fig. 3-37: Landmarks synchronization is less stable and fails after a certain time

It is very difficult to predict which environment type allows a continuous and stable odometry correc-
tion (as sown in fig. 3-33) or which environment will fail (fig. 3-36). It depends not only on the diver-
sity of the environment but also of the sensor and odometry quality of the robot. The experiment
demonstrated that different environments influence more the quality of landmarks (number of rediscov-
eries) than the number of landmarks. However, the number of rediscovered landmarks is not suitable as
an indicator for the environment quality because “good” and “bad” landmarks cannot be distinguished
during the process.
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4 Discussion and conclusion

This thesis showed the successful implementation of two original positioning systems, correcting the
robot’s odometry by supervised and unsupervised algorithms. Both algorithms meet the same objective,
that is to require as few as possible environmental changes (adding artificial landmarks) or supplemen-
tary information (about natural or artificial landmark features). Their sensor configuration is minimal:

• The supervised positioning system in chapter 2 uses only one light sensor underneath the robot and a
mathematical model of the positioning probability distribution. More sensors or sensors of better
quality would make the model much simpler. A new position probability distribution for a two
wheeled robot was developed and allowed the examination of the odometry error behavior (drift) of
such robots.

• The unsupervised positioning system in chapter 3 uses no external help and no knowledge about the
environment or sensor configuration. The experience shows that a robot can extract and recognize
suitable landmarks from pure sensor signals without any knowledge about the environment or its sen-
sor configuration. This allows stabilization of the odometry error within a certain boundary. Associa-
tion of landmarks generate concepts comparable to very basic human concepts such as “chairs” or
“doors”. The autonomous and unsupervised creation of concepts takes better advantage of the sensor
capabilities and is adaptive to small changes in the environment. However, the proposed architecture
is designed for static environment.

Since the detailed discussion about the first experiment is given in section 2.7 on page 34, we will
focus here on the second experiment which brings a contribution to adaptive robotic research. Leaving
the choice of suitable landmarks to the robot is a promising way to optimize the use of their sensors and
take advantage of neural network plasticity. However, the following four critical points should be kept
in mind:

• Common language
The map developed by a robot according to the approach presented will never equal the one humans
would draw. A common language remains to be established if the user wants to describe a path, point
a target, describe a task, etc. to the robot.
A possible solution would be to guide the robot to the target point in order to make it learn this posi-
tion. However, there is a risk that the robot will not judge the destination point as interesting, prevent-
ing the robot from storing it. Therefore it seems that the robot has to be supervised for landmark
definition in order to establish a common definition for the same landmark (see section 3.15.1 on
page 75).
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• Choice of landmarks
The learned landmarks should present a full set of all previously encountered and future situations.
This aim is difficult to achieve because slight changes of the environment such as illumination can
completely change the robot’s world perception. The same environment can be suddenly appear
unrecognizable after such a slightly change. On-line learning systems (such as neural network) are
always challenged by this kind of danger. This is in contrast to batch learning systems which can, in
principle, encounter the full set of all possible input vectors.

• Convergence
Due to the absence of a model defined by a supervisor, the robot will never stop recovering new sig-
nificant events in the environment. The number of discoveries will decrease but never stop, because of
noise and sensor errors.
One solution is to freeze the learned landmarks after a certain time. Since the movement is random,
there is always a risk of freezing the network too early, which would ignore new unexplored zones.
However, this solution would limit the system to static environments.
Another solution is to erase landmarks which have not been used any more for some time (garbage
collection). This technique avoids the disadvantage mentioned above. The main problem of this
approach is the fact that landmarks are defined by classes which are stored in a neural network and
therefore have to be deleted as well. Erasing clusters in a feed forward network like K–means can be
easily performed because the activation of a cluster is defined by the directly connected weights. On
the other hand, the activation of a cluster in an ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) network is influ-
enced by all weights due to its oscillation of information. Therefore deleting a cluster influences the
activation of all other clusters. The resulting consequences are difficult to foresee.

• Multi-modal versus single-modal classification (fusion of different sensor types)
Combining all types of sensor inputs into one data stream for unsupervised classification gives much
flexibility, but makes it much harder to take advantage of specific characteristics of a single sensor
type. Especially the combination of linear and nonlinear sensors makes a sensor specific classification
almost impossible. The paper presented by Virginia R. de Sa and Dana H. Ballard [de Sa, Ballard,
1998] tries to avoid this problem by detecting “interesting events” in the combination of all sensors
types, but classifying each single sensor type separately. This allows a better adaptation of the neural
network to specific sensor characteristics. On the other hand, features which are coded by the rela-
tionship between different sensor types cannot be discovered. Fig. 4-1 shows a basic example of cor-
relating the right and the left distance sensors (same sensor type) of a robot in order to detect
significant events (corridor). Only a correlated classifier can detect the corridor as a significant situa-
tion.

Fig. 4-1: Some significant situations can only be recognized by sensor correlation

This thesis shows that a robot is able to extract significant reference points from an unknown environ-
ment without any knowledge of its sensor configuration. Due to the unsupervised classification, the
extracted reference points are well adapted to the sensor abilities and to the stimulus supplied by the
environment. The reference points were used to correct the odometry error and enable the robot to fol-
low its trajectory on a topological map.
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4.1 Future work

A robot creating its own world representation is the dream for many researcher. The large variety of
different worlds makes this subject interesting for further investigations in several topics, for example:
How far can such an unsupervised system learn and usable interpret its environment without any super-
visor? Is the advantage of an agent depending world representation bigger than the effort which has to
be done for the creation of an autonomous world presentation? Is a further development of such an
autonomous systems still controllable? Is there a method to build some bridges between these two
words for minimal communication and task control?
Two concrete topics would be a logic continuation of this work:

• The topological map was not used for path planning but this would be an interesting and demanding
future task, because of the different and unforeseeable reliability of the reference points. However, the
critique mentioned in the conclusion above has to be considered. Further investigations would be nec-
essary in order to find some common ground on which to base the world perception of the robot and
the user. This common ground must not affect the liberty and independency of the robot to build it’s
own world perception.

• The principal idea could also be used to improve existing navigation systems by recognizing and
identifying suitable (natural) landmarks for the robot sensor configuration already used. This infor-
mation can later be used to develop to perfection the positioning system by improving the already
existing landmarks instead of installing new artificial ones. Such kinds of environment analysis could
for example point up that moving some tables drastically improves the uniqueness of a place, which
makes it possible to perform robot positioning without using special sensors and landmark systems.

• A further suggestion for future work is to support the algorithm by an active pilot such as described in
[Recce & Harris, 1998]. The assumption is that an agent, initially placed in an unknown environment,
starts to explore its close surrounding and periodically returns to the point of departure in order to cre-
ate an egocentric map. The advantage of this exploration strategy is that the odometry error can be
kept small and consistent for the explored zones which are close to the point of departure. After suffi-
cient knowledge of the closer surrounding, the exploration zone can be gently expanded until the
whole environment is covered.
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5 Appendix

This appendix contains some practical implementation tips and other hints in form of program source
codes written in C and Mathematica. Although the general attitude to omit source code in theses, I
added these lines to support other people working on the same field. The fact that I couldn’t find any
implementation tips in literature or on the WEB reaffirmed this decision.

5.1 Different ways to calculate the odometry................................................................................. 84

5.2 Levenshtein simulators on the WEB ........................................................................................ 86

5.3 PPD simulation with Mathematica........................................................................................... 87
Download: ftp://lamiftp.epfl.ch/pub/maechler/these/ppdsim.m

5.4 Simplified Fuzzy ARTMAP ..................................................................................................... 89
Download: ftp://lamiftp.epfl.ch/pub/maechler/these/fuzzyartmap.c
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Appendix
5.1 Different ways to calculate the odometry

This section describes, besides the traditional method, a vector approach to calculate the odometry of
an autonomous robot which doesn’t use an angle α to describe the robot direction. The vector algorithm
is more straightforward and avoids the problem of jumping from 360° to 0° and vice versa. This non-
linearity can spoil the precision of calculation and demands special case treatment for route calculation.
For example, the calculation of the correction angle  (between -180° and +180°) to reach the aim
direction  for a robot with the present direction  demands 4 different case treatments and
can’t be calculated in one formula1. More details about odometry calculations can be find in [Campion
G., 1996] and [Canudas C., 1992].

5.1.1 Odometry calculation describing the direction of the robot by an angle

Fig. 5-1 gives a very rough overview about the geometrical relationship of a traditional odometry cal-
culation approach.

Fig. 5-1: Rough overview of the traditional approach for odometry calculation
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5.1.2 Odometry calculation describing the direction of the robot by a vector

A normalized vector can be used in order to avoid the non-linearity of odometry calculation by using
the robot direction α. This idea is not new, but less intuitive and therefore rarely used.

First, the forward dfor and lateral dlat displacement is calculated based on the turning angle and radius
which is calculated in a similar way as described in the section before. Fig. 5-2 shows how the displace-
ment vector  can be calculated by the normalized direction vector  stretched by dfor added with the
perpendicular normalized vector  stretched by dlat. Fig. 

Fig. 5-2: Displacement calculation based on the normalized direction vector of the robot

The following program written in C shows the kernel of the odometry routine:

// Global variables: position_x, position_y, norm_vec_x, norm_vec_y

void odometry(double delta_left_speed, double delta_right_speed)
{
   double angle, radius, forward, lateral, help_norm_vec_x, help_norm_vec_y;

   if (delta_left_speed!=delta_right_speed)                 /* Robot is turning        */
   {
      /* divide by dist between wheels measured in increments */
      angle = (double)(delta_left_speed-delta_right_speed)/KHEP_WHEEL_DIST;
      radius = (KHEP_WHEEL_DIST/2)*(delta_left_speed+delta_right_speed)/
                                   (delta_left_speed-delta_right_speed);
      forward = radius*sin(angle);
      lateral = radius*(1.0-cos(angle));
   }
   else                                                     /* Robot moves straight ahead */
   {
      angle   = 0.0;
      forward = delta_left;
      lateral = 0;
   }
   
   position_x+=forward*norm_vec_x + lateral*norm_vec_y;
   position_y+=forward*norm_vec_y - lateral*norm_vec_x;
   /*
         |-   -|    |-               -|   |-    -|
         |  x  |    |  cos(a)  sin(a) |   |  x0  |
         |     | =  |                 | * |      |
         |  y  |    | -sin(a)  cos(a) |   |  y0  |
         |-   -|    |-               -|   |-    -|
   */
   help_norm_vec_x=norm_vec_x;
   help_norm_vec_y=norm_vec_y;
   norm_vec_x = cos(angle)*help_norm_vec_x + sin(angle)*help_norm_vec_y;
   norm_vec_y =-sin(angle)*help_norm_vec_x + cos(angle)*help_norm_vec_y;
}

Thanks to Laurent Tettoni for his advice ...
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5.2 Levenshtein simulators on the WEB

In many applications, it is necessary to determine the similarity of two strings. A widely-used notion
of string similarity is the Levenshtein (or edit) distance: the minimum number of insertions, deletions,
and substitutions required to transform one string into the other. More information can be found on
under http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~ristad/papers/pu-532-96.html.

There are some very good and instructive Levenshtein simulators on the web. Therefore it is worth to
mention it in this section:

• http://www.cut-the-knot.com/do_you_know/Strings.html
Very nice Java applet which measures the Levenshtein distance between two strings. The applet is
very intuitive and can even compare the result between Levenshtein and Hamming distance.

• http://www.cedar.buffalo.edu/Linguistics/Forms/Strmatch.html
This simulator allows to experiment with an extended version of the Damerau-Levenshtein string
similarity metric. It matches a user supplied corrupted string with a lexicon of 21299 words.

• http://lithwww.epfl.ch/~fbuchs/Leven/src/publ/Grid.html
This Java applet performs pattern classification of numbers based on Levenshtein. The Java applet
offers a graphical user interface to draw a number which will be recognized.
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5.3 PPD simulation with Mathematica
(* ========================================================================== *)
(*                   PPD SIMULATOR FOR THE KHEPERA ROBOT                      *)
(*                                                                            *)
(*       September 1996 at LAMI-DI EPF Lausanne by Philip Maechler            *)
(*                                                                            *)
(*    Tips:                                                                   *)
(*    - Never use var. names starting with capital letter or containing  '_'! *)
(*    - Type '<<filename' to start the script in Mathematica.                 *)
(*    - Don't stop a turning calculation or you have to restart the kernel.   *)
(*    - Un-Tab this file before exporting to a text processor                 *)
(*                                        Last change: September 11, 1996     *)
(* ============================== Variable definitions ====================== *)
fieldDimension=200;        (* Size of the 2-dimensional array field in pixels *)
v1=100.0;                  (* speed of the left  wheel (1) in mm/sec          *)
v2=100.0;                  (* speed of the right wheel (2) in mm/sec          *)
base=52;                   (* wheelbase. Wheel distance in mm (Khepera 52mm)  *)
slip=1;                    (* slip of the wheels in +/-%                      *)
time=40.0;                 (* experiment duration in sec.                     *)
iterationStep=1;           (* iteration steps for the calculation (default=1) *)
resolution=10;             (* # of calculation for each dimension             *)
timeSnapShot=10;           (* snapshot of the LPF every x seconds 0=off       *)
turnTime1=20;  turnAngle1=180 Degree //N  (* Turn: timedelay   0=off          *)
turnTime2= 0;  turnAngle2=-90 Degree //N  (* Turn: timedelay   0=off          *)
turnTime3= 0;  turnAngle3= 90 Degree //N  (* Turn: timedelay   0=off          *)
startAngle=0 Degree //N;   (* start angle direction of the robot              *)
modeTraceWay=False;        (* mark the covered way by the robot on the floor  *)
modeTraceLine=True;        (* mark only the covered trajectory if slip=0      *)
modeRecursiveDirect=True;  (* Recursive or direct calculation mode            *)
modeOnlyCorner=False;      (* show not the whole PPD, only 4 corners          *)
(* ============================== Initialization ============================ *)
Clear[field];
field=Table[ 0, {fieldDimension}, {fieldDimension}];
If[modeRecursiveDirect,,modeTraceWay=False];
borderZmax=0;
borderXmin=100000;   borderXmax=-100000; borderYmin=100000; borderYmax=-100000;

(* ============================== plotPoint ================================= *)
(* plotPoint sets a point in the field array                                  *)
(* modeCalibrate  : =True: just adapt border limits / =False: set point       *)
(* modeFixOrInc   : =True: the hight of the point is fix or increment =False  *)
(* value          : value for the fixed point or for the increment steps      *)
Clear[plotPoint];
plotPoint[posX_, posY_, modeCalibrate_, modeFixOrInc_, value_] := Block[
   {arrayX, arrayY}, (* local variables *)
   If[modeCalibrate,
      If[borderXmin>posX,borderXmin=posX,];
      If[borderXmax<posX,borderXmax=posX,];
      If[borderYmin>posY,borderYmin=posY,];
      If[borderYmax<posY,borderYmax=posY,];
   ,(*else*)
      arrayX=Round[(fieldDimension-4)*(posX-borderXmin)/borderWidth]+2;
      arrayY=Round[(fieldDimension-4)*(posY-borderYmin)/borderWidth]+2;
      If[(arrayX>=1)                &&    (* Boundary check *)
         (arrayY>=1)                &&
         (arrayX<=fieldDimension)   &&
         (arrayY<=fieldDimension)      ,
         If[modeFixOrInc,
            If[field[[arrayY, arrayX]]<value, field[[arrayY,arrayX]]=value,];
         ,(* Else *)
            field[[arrayY,arrayX]]+=value;
         ];(* EndIf *)
         If[field[[arrayY,arrayX]]>borderZmax, borderZmax=field[[arrayY,arrayX]],];
      ,(* Else *)
         Print["*** ERROR in function plotPoint *** Point out of range:"];
         Print["field index: x=", arrayX, "; y=", arrayY, "  dV1=", runV1, " dV2=", runV2];
      ](* EndIf *)
   ](* EndIf modeCalibrate*)
]
(* ============================== recursiveCalc ============================= *)
Clear[recursiveCalc];
recursiveCalc[runV1_, runV2_, modeCalibrate_, modeTraceWay_] := Block[
   {help, runTime, angle}, (* local variables *)
   x=0.0;               (* start point x *)
   y=0.0;               (* start point y *)
   angle=startAngle;    (* start angle   *)
   For[runTime=iterationStep, runTime<=time, runTime+=iterationStep,
      help=(( runV2 + ( runV1-runV2 )/2 )*iterationStep);
      x+= ( (Sin[angle]) help );             (* new x position of the robot   *)
      y+= ( (Cos[angle]) help );             (* new y position of the robot   *)
      angle+=(runV1-runV2)/base //N;         (* new direction of the robot    *)

      If[runTime==turnTime1, angle+=turnAngle1,];
      If[runTime==turnTime2, angle+=turnAngle2,];
      If[runTime==turnTime3, angle+=turnAngle3,];

      If[timeSnapShot!=0,
         If[Mod[runTime,timeSnapShot]==0,
            plotPoint[x, y, modeCalibrate, False, 1];
         ,];(* EndIf without else *)
      ,];(* EndIf without else *)
            
      If[modeTraceWay,
         plotPoint[x, y, modeCalibrate, True, 1]
      ,];(* EndIf without else *)
      If[modeTraceLine,
      If[(runV1==v1 && runV2==v2),
         plotPoint[x, y, modeCalibrate, True, borderZmax/3];
      ,](* EndIf without else *)
      ,](* EndIf without else *)
   ];(* For *)
   plotPoint[x, y, modeCalibrate, False, 1];
] (* Block *)
(* ============================== directCalc ================================ *)
Clear[directCalc];
directCalc[runV1_, runV2_, modeCalibrate_] := Block[
   {x, y},              (* local variables *)
   If[runV1!=runV2,
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      x=(base/2+runV2*base/(runV1-runV2))*(1-Cos[(runV1-runV2)/base*time]);
      y=(base/2+runV2*base/(runV1-runV2))*Sin[(runV1-runV2)/base*time];
   ,(*else*)
      x=0;
      y=runV2*time;
   ];(*EndIf*)
   plotPoint[x, y, modeCalibrate, False, 1];
] (* Block *)
(* ============================== main function ============================= *)
For [runV1=v1-(v1/100*slip), runV1<=v1+(v1/100*slip), runV1+=(v1/100*slip*2)/resolution,
   If[modeRecursiveDirect,
      recursiveCalc[runV1, v2-(v2/100*slip), True, modeTraceWay];
      recursiveCalc[runV1, v2+(v2/100*slip), True, modeTraceWay];
   ,(*else*)
      directCalc[runV1, v2-(v2/100*slip), True];
      directCalc[runV1, v2+(v2/100*slip), True];
   ];(*EndIf*)
];
For [runV2=v2-(v2/100*slip), runV2<=v2+(v2/100*slip), runV2+=(v2/100*slip*2)/resolution,
   If[modeRecursiveDirect,
      recursiveCalc[v1-(v1/100*slip), runV2, True, modeTraceWay];
      recursiveCalc[v1+(v1/100*slip), runV2, True, modeTraceWay];
   ,(*else*)
      directCalc[v1-(v1/100*slip), runV2, True];
      directCalc[v1+(v1/100*slip), runV2, True];
   ];(*EndIf*)
];
If[modeTraceWay, plotPoint[0, 0, True, True, 1],]; (* consider start point in field *)
If[borderXmax-borderXmin>borderYmax-borderYmin,
   borderWidth=borderXmax-borderXmin;
   borderYmin-=(borderWidth-(borderYmax-borderYmin))/2;
   borderYmax=borderYmin+borderWidth;
,(*else*)
   borderWidth=borderYmax-borderYmin;
   borderXmin-=(borderWidth-(borderXmax-borderXmin))/2;
   borderXmax=borderXmin+borderWidth;
];
If[modeOnlyCorner,
runV1=v1-(v1/100*slip);runV2=v2+(v2/100*slip);recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1+(v1/100*slip);runV2=v2-(v2/100*slip);recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1-(v1/100*slip);runV2=v2              ;recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1+(v1/100*slip);runV2=v2              ;recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1              ;runV2=v2+(v2/100*slip);recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1              ;runV2=v2-(v2/100*slip);recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1+(v1/100*slip);runV2=v2+(v2/100*slip);recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
runV1=v1-(v1/100*slip);runV2=v2-(v2/100*slip);recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
,(*else*)
For [runV1=v1-(v1/100*slip), runV1<=v1+(v1/100*slip), runV1+=(v1/100*slip*2)/resolution,
   For [runV2=v2-(v2/100*slip), runV2<=v2+(v2/100*slip), runV2+=(v2/100*slip*2)/resolution,
      If[modeRecursiveDirect,
         recursiveCalc[runV1, runV2, False, modeTraceWay];
      ,(*else*)
         directCalc[runV1, runV2, False];
      ]; (* EndIf *)
   ]; (* For *)
]; (* For *)
];(*EndIf*)
If[modeTraceWay, plotPoint[0, 0, False, True, borderZmax],];   (* Mark start point  *)
ListContourPlot[field,
Axes -> True,
   AxesLabel ->{"x-Axis (mm)", "y-Axis (mm)"},
(*ColorFunction -> (GrayLevel[1-#*2]&),*)
ColorFunction -> (GrayLevel[Which[#==0,1,
#<0.15,0.5,
#>=0.15,0]]&),
ContourLines -> True,
Contours -> 30, (* chooses n equally spaced contours between the maximum and minimum z values.*)
ContourShading -> True,
Frame -> False,
Ticks -> {{{1,borderXmin}, {fieldDimension/2,borderXmin+(borderXmax-borderXmin)/2//N}, 
{fieldDimension,borderXmax}},
             {{1,borderYmin}, {fieldDimension/2,borderYmin+(borderYmax-borderYmin)/2//N}, 
{fieldDimension,borderYmax}}}
   ];
ListContourPlot[field,
Axes -> True,
   AxesLabel ->{"x-Axis (mm)", "y-Axis (mm)"},
ColorFunction -> (GrayLevel[ If[#==0, 1, 0]]&),
ContourLines -> True,
Contours -> 30, (* chooses n equally spaced contours between the maximum and minimum z values.*)
ContourShading -> True,
Frame -> False,
Ticks -> {{{1,borderXmin}, {fieldDimension/2,borderXmin+(borderXmax-borderXmin)/2//N}, 
{fieldDimension,borderXmax}},
             {{1,borderYmin}, {fieldDimension/2,borderYmin+(borderYmax-borderYmin)/2//N}, 
{fieldDimension,borderYmax}}}
   ];

ListPlot3D[field,
   AxesLabel ->{"x-Axis (mm)", "y-Axis (mm)", ""},
   Ticks -> {{{1,borderXmin}, {fieldDimension/2,borderXmin+(borderXmax-borderXmin)/2//N}, 
{fieldDimension,borderXmax}},
             {{1,borderYmin}, {fieldDimension/2,borderYmin+(borderYmax-borderYmin)/2//N}, 
{fieldDimension,borderYmax}},
             {1,borderZmax/2//N,borderZmax}},
   PlotRange -> {1,borderZmax},
   Mesh -> True,
   ClipFill -> None
   ];
If[modeRecursiveDirect, Print["Recursive calculation"], Print["Direct calculation"]];
Print["WheelSpeed left=", v1, "mm/sec right=", v2, "mm/sec; Slip=", slip, "%."];
Print["Simulated duration =", time, "sec, iteration steps =", iterationStep, "sec."];
Print["Visualisation field =", fieldDimension, "x", fieldDimension, " ; ", resolution, " values for each 
∆V1 and ∆V2."];
Print["Start point: 0,0 with ", startAngle/Pi*180//N, "Degree angle."];
If[modeRecursiveDirect,
If[turnTime1>0, Print["1. turn point after ", turnTime1, "sec. Correction angle=", turnAngle1/Pi*180//N, 
"Degree."],];
If[turnTime2>0, Print["2. turn point after ", turnTime2, "sec. Correction angle=", turnAngle2/Pi*180//N, 
"Degree."],];
If[turnTime3>0, Print["3. turn point after ", turnTime3, "sec. Correction angle=", turnAngle3/Pi*180//N, 
"Degree."],];
,];(*EndIf without else*)
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5.4 Simplified Fuzzy ARTMAP
/*****************************************************************************/
/*                            Simplified Fuzzy ARTMAP                        */
/*             from Tom Kasuba, described in AI Expert November 1993         */
/*****************************************************************************/
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <float.h>
#define CATEGORY_NUMBER 2
#define INPUT_WIDTH     2
#define INPUT_2WIDTH    (2*INPUT_WIDTH)
#define PATTERN_MAX     5
#define NODE_MAX        40
#define MIN(a,b)        ((a)<(b)?(a):(b))
#define TRUE            -1
#define FALSE           0
float vigilance, vigilance_baseline=0.4, epsilon=0.0001 , alpha=0.0000001;
float W[NODE_MAX][INPUT_2WIDTH], AND[NODE_MAX][INPUT_2WIDTH];
float NODE_ACTIVITION[NODE_MAX], NODE_MATCH[NODE_MAX];
int   CATEGORY_USED[CATEGORY_NUMBER], NODE_CAT[NODE_MAX];
int   _mismatch_vigilance=FALSE , _mismatch_category=FALSE;
int   mode_used=0;
/*****************************************************************************/
void createOutputNode(float *input, int supervisor)
{
   int i;
   if (mode_used+1>=NODE_MAX)
   { printf("No place for more nodes\007\n"); return;}
   printf("Creating new output node nr. %d for input: ", mode_used);
   for (i=0; i<INPUT_2WIDTH; i++)
   {  W[mode_used][i]=input[i]; printf("%5.3f ", input[i]); } printf("\n");
   NODE_CAT[mode_used]=supervisor;
   mode_used+=1; /* Increment output node counter */
}
/*****************************************************************************/
void outputNodeActivation(float *input)
{
   int i, node;
   float div_upper, div_lower;
   for(node=0; node<mode_used; node++)
   {
      for(i=0;i<INPUT_2WIDTH;i++)
        AND[node][i]=MIN(input[i], W[node][i]);
      div_upper=0.0;
      for(i=0;i<INPUT_2WIDTH;i++)
         div_upper+=AND[node][i];
      div_lower=0.0;
      for(i=0;i<INPUT_2WIDTH;i++)
         div_lower+=W[node][i];
      NODE_ACTIVITION[node]=div_upper/(alpha+div_lower);
      NODE_MATCH[node]=div_upper/INPUT_WIDTH;
   }
}
/*****************************************************************************/
void display(void)
{
   int i, node;
   printf("OutputNodeActivation [%d]:", mode_used);
   for (node=0; node<mode_used; node++)
      printf("%5.3f ", NODE_ACTIVITION[node]);  printf("\n");
   printf("Match function       [%d]:", mode_used);
   for (node=0; node<mode_used; node++)
      printf("%5.3f ", NODE_MATCH[node]);  printf("\n");
   printf("Vigilance               :%f\n", vigilance);
   for (node=0; node<mode_used; node++)
   {
      printf("Top-Down weights  [%d]:", node);
      for (i=0; i<INPUT_2WIDTH; i++)
         printf("[w=%5.3f a=%5.3f] ", W[node][i], AND[node][i]);
      printf("\n");
   }
}
/*****************************************************************************/
void search_winner_node(int supervisor)
{
   int node_disabled[mode_used], node, node_win;
   for (node=0; node<mode_used; node_disabled[node++]=FALSE);
   for (;;)
   {
      node_win=-1;
      for (node=0; node<mode_used; node++)
         if (node_disabled[node]==FALSE)
            if (node_win==-1)
               node_win=node;
            else
               if (NODE_ACTIVITION[node]>NODE_ACTIVITION[node_win])
                 node_win=node;
      if (node_win==-1)
      {  printf("!!! No node could be found. Create a new one...\n"); break; }
      printf("Winner node %02d: ", node_win);
      if (NODE_MATCH[node_win]<vigilance)
      { /* start if2 */
         mismatch_vigilance=TRUE; /* Suppress activation of the output node*/
         node_disabled[node_win]=TRUE;
         printf("!!! VIGILANCE MISMATCH! Match of node %d = %f (vig=%f). Try again...\n",
           node_win, NODE_MATCH[node_win], vigilance);
      }/* ende if2 */
      else
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      { /* start else2 */
         if (NODE_CAT[node_win]==supervisor)
         { /* start if3 Winning output node encode the same category */
            int i;
            for(i=0;i<INPUT_2WIDTH;i++)
               W[node_win][i]=AND[node_win][i];
            _mismatch_vigilance=FALSE; /*there was no mismatch*/
            _mismatch_category=FALSE;
            printf("!!! Winner node %d found! Correspond to supervisor category %d. Weights addapted.\n",
            node_win, supervisor);
            break;
         }/* ende if3 */
         else
         { /* start else3 */
            vigilance=NODE_MATCH[node_win]+epsilon;
            _mismatch_category=TRUE;/* There is a category mismatch */
            node_disabled[node_win]=TRUE;
            printf("!!! CATEGORY MISMATCH! Node %d is not cat. %d.", node_win, supervisor);
            printf(" Set vigilance to %f. Try again...\n", vigilance);
         }/* ende else3 */
      }/* ende else2 */
   }/* ende for */
}
/*****************************************************************************/
void training(float *input, int supervisor)
{
   if (CATEGORY_USED[supervisor]==FALSE) /* Never used this category */
   { /* start if1 */
      printf("\007*****Categorie was never seen... create a new one*****\n");
      createOutputNode(input, supervisor);
      CATEGORY_USED[supervisor]=TRUE;
   }/* ende if1 */
   else
   { /* start else1 */
      vigilance=vigilance_baseline;
      outputNodeActivation(input);
      search_winner_node(supervisor);
      display();
      /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
      if((_mismatch_vigilance==TRUE) || (_mismatch_category==TRUE)) /* Create an output node (if4)*/
         createOutputNode(input, supervisor);
   }/* ende else1 */
   /*******************************************************************/
   printf("press RETURN to continue...\n"); getchar();
}
/*****************************************************************************/
int use(float *input)
{
   int node, node_win;
   outputNodeActivation(input);
   for (node=node_win=0; node<mode_used; node++)
      if (NODE_ACTIVITION[node]>NODE_ACTIVITION[node_win])
         node_win=node;
   return(NODE_CAT[node_win]);
}
/*****************************************************************************/
void main(void)
{
   int    i, pattern;
   float  input[INPUT_2WIDTH];
   float  INPUTS[PATTERN_MAX][INPUT_WIDTH], CATEGORY[PATTERN_MAX];
   for(i=0;i<CATEGORY_NUMBER;i++)  CATEGORY_USED[i]=FALSE;
   INPUTS[0][0]=0.3 ;  INPUTS[0][1]=0.3 ;  CATEGORY[0]=0; /* inside */
   INPUTS[1][0]=0.7 ;  INPUTS[1][1]=0.7 ;  CATEGORY[1]=0; /* inside */
   INPUTS[2][0]=0.1 ;  INPUTS[2][1]=0.1 ;  CATEGORY[2]=1; /* outside */
   INPUTS[3][0]=0.9 ;  INPUTS[3][1]=0.9 ;  CATEGORY[3]=1; /* outside */
   INPUTS[4][0]=0.1 ;  INPUTS[4][1]=0.8 ;  CATEGORY[4]=1; /* outside */
   printf("===============================================================\n");
   for(pattern=0; pattern<PATTERN_MAX; pattern++) /*start work loop*/
   {
      for(i=0;i<INPUT_WIDTH;i++)
      {  input[i            ]=  INPUTS[pattern][i];
         input[i+INPUT_WIDTH]=1-INPUTS[pattern][i]; }
      printf("%d. sample: ( ", pattern);
      for(i=0;i<INPUT_2WIDTH;i++)
         printf("%5.3f ", input[i]);
      printf(") -----------------------------------------------\n");
      training(input, CATEGORY[pattern]);
   }
   printf("RESULT:\n");
   for (i=0; i<mode_used; i++)
      printf("Node %d with weights [%5.3f,%5.3f] is allocated to category %d\n",
         i, W[i][0], W[i][1], NODE_CAT[i]);
   printf("Learning of the 5 pattern finished. Try now the network (CTRL-C to stop):\n");
   for (;;)
   {
      printf("Enter a point (x and y position between 0 and 1):");
      scanf("%f %f",&input[0], &input[1]);
      input[2]=1.0-input[0]; input[3]=1.0-input[1];
      printf("The pos(%f,%f) belongs to category %d\n", input[0],input[1], use(input));
   }
}
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